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GUNS AND BUTTER:
ALBUQUERQUE HISPANICS, 1940-1975
JOSEPH V, METZGAR

UNLIKE CALIFORNIOS AND TEJANOS, Nuevo Mexicanos did not
experience a sudden overwhelming influx of Anglos into the territory during the time of American Manifest Destiny. Instead, for
almost a century, they witnessed a gradual and orderly parade of
newcomers, most Anglos, some Mexicans, who did not radically
change the state's character, since by 1940 two-thirds of New
Mexico's 532,000 people still lived in a rural environment, and
Hispanics still comprised nearly half the population. 1 The advent
of World War II, however, and the succeeding Cold War forced
Hispanics to meet the global demands of the military, adjust to intensified urbanization, and accept large numbers of An,glo
migrants. The latter often arrived with skills and training necessary for a highly technical, war-based economy. Albuquerque, in
effect, became the focus of confrontation between the churchoriented Hispanic community geared historically to an arcadian
way of life and the new technological, urban society geared to
secular wartime pursuits. The resulting experience was at once
quickening and traumatic.
In 1940, Albuquerque had a population of 35,449, and Bernalillo County, later to become coterminal with the Albuquerque
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), a population of
69,391, with Hispanics constituting perhaps half that number. 2
Hispanics tended to predominate in rural nonfarm and ruralfarm areas, such as in the cross-river valley of Albuquerque, where
many people of colonial Spanish and mestizo ancestry pursued a
quasiagricultural economy based on an old' and elaborate system
of crisscrossing acequias funneling precious water from the Rio
0028-6206/8l/0400-0 117 $2.30/0
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Grande to fields of alfalfa, vegetables, small vineyards, and fruit
orchards.
At one time, the Rio Abajo forefathers had engaged in subsistence farming and sheep ranching, but the Depression and the
onset of World War II accelerated the twentieth-century trend
away from an agrarian-pastoral economy, which was becoming
mechanized and corporate elsewhere. 3 Indeed, since the arrival of
the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad to the area in the
1880s, Albuquerque had experienced a strong, steady growth,4
one enticing Mexican immigrants and rural Nativos to move into
the city or its immediate environs for jobs connected directly or indirectly with the railroad. Such barrios as Barelas, Martineztown,
and the Williams-South Broadway area also absorbed families
moving from cross-river to the urbanized valley near the Santa Fe
repair shops. Such families often retained their cross-river connections by visiting relatives or maintaining their small landholdings
for weekend or "recreational" farming. 5
By 1940, however, the Santa Fe Railroad no longer dominated
employment opportunity in Albuquerque, although it probably remained the most important source of jobs for Hispanics, especially
in semiskilled positions. 6 Wholesale and retail business had
become the largest employer, regardless of worker ethnicity. Next
in importance came government work of various kinds. The U.S.
Post Office and the city's fire department became sources of jobs
for a substantial number of Hispanics, especially in the boom
years after World War II. For Hispanic women, judging from
early postwar trends, domestic service and lower clerical and sales
positions probably constituted most job openings. 7
In 1940 the city had a pleasant and orderly small-town atmosphere, evenwith the population exceeding 35,000. The two main
secondary schools, both located in the valley, were Albuquerque
High, the public school, and St. Mary's, the parochial high school.
Hispanic students comprised a large percentage of both. Barrios
tended to be cohesive, neighborly, and progressive. The local
Catholic church served as the center of the spiritual, social, and
educational life of the Hispanic community. Various sodalities
and confraternities sponsored bingo games and fiestas to raise
funds for building projects, repair work, and war memorials later

(

)
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on. 8 Sunday Mass and daily religious services afforded opportunities for worship and personal socializing. The bells of the local
church brought people together in a regular, predictable way, a
heartbeat rhythm providing much comfort and stability to old and
young alike. Indeed, the great annual events were Midnight Mass
at Christmas and the Corpus Christi procession in late spring. A
sense of community a'nd commonweal emerged most strongly
then.
Devout Hispanic Catholics urged their children to further their
education and' made financial sacrifices to support and promote
parochial schools. In Barelas, for example, Sacred Heart parish
maintained an excellent elementary and junior high school staffed
with dedicated Dominican nuns, most from the Midwest. A Belgian fluent in Spanish, Monsignor Jules N. Stoffel dominated the
parish church and school. To be sure, the Church worked for
acculturation of students with slight regard for their ethnic and
cultural identity; English, for example, was the only language
used in school. The implicit purpose of the city's parochial schools
was to guide students toward becoming "good Catholics" and
pseudo-Anglo Americans. The same kind of assimilationist goal
predominated in public schools. 9
In the Archdiocese of Santa Fe in 1940, European and Anglo
priests controlled the overwhelming majority of parishes. Nativo
and parents, attended
prospects, encouraged by Catholic officials
/'
Lourdes Seminary south of Albuquerque. Most did not finish their
education there, but those who did moved on to the major seminary of St. Thomas in Denver, Colorado. Hispanic priests were a
rare element in the New Mexico church. Training at Lourdes early
in the decade and later at the Immaculate Heart of Mary Seminary in Santa Fe revolved around)daily worship services at early
morning, noon, and night, plus highly disciplined study of religion, some science and mathematics, and above all the liturgical
languages, plus a little Spanish. Social studies remained a marginal part of the curriculum, while ethnic consciousness played no
role at all. Seminary instructor-priests invariably came from
Europe and the eastern half of the United States. 10
Some outstanding Nativo priests did emerge in the 1940s despite
the lack of ethnic empathy in the Santa Fe hierarchy. Father Max

The Old Sacred Heart Church at 4th and Stover S.W., Albuquerque. Courtesy of
Sacred Heart Church.
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Valdez worked long hours with youth at the Barelas Community
Center. 11 He published a news bulletin called El Bareleiio,. sponsored clubs of various kinds, and generally succeeded in keeping
young people occupied and interested. The Rev. Albert Chavez
and Father Robert Beach, both born and reared in Barelas, and the
Rev. Paul Baca of the Five Points-Atrisco area did excellent work
for other parishes in New Mexico. By the late 1940s, Monsignor
Jose A. Garcia, pastor of Sacred Heart parish in Barelas and vicar
general of the archdiocese, had become the highest ranking Hispanic in the New Mexico church.
Meanwhile,. Albuquerque had become a microcosm of the nation's new economic prosperity. With the start of World War II in
September 1939, the stage was set for the nation to emerge more
permanently from the Great Depression. By 1940 President
Roosevelt launched the defense program that had massive economic impact on the West. A description of the West during the
1940s could be largely applied to New Mexico and Albuquerque:
"It became arsenal, commissary, army camp, and scientific laboratory for all the United States. . . . What might have been the
ordinary progress of two generations was concentrated in a time
span of less than half a decade." 12 The village of Los Alamos
became the atomic research center, with White Sands Testing
Range being readied to the south. Albuquerque, with its midway
location, its university, and its transportation facilities, directly
benefitted from the intensified government activity. Kirtland, Sandia, and Manzano atomic and special weapons bases came into
being. The city thus became one of the most highly concentrated
military training and weapons development complexes in the
United States. 13 Employment opportunity and payrolls skyrocketed.
Albuquerque Hispanics gained some jobs in the burgeoning
military facilities. Others went to California for work in the shipyards and defense plants. Most, however, left because of induction
and enlistment. Indeed, New Mexicans of various ethnicity gave
the state the distinction of providing the largest number of volunteers per capita of any state in the union. 14 Albuquerque Hispanics
served with honor in every theater of the war effort and were
among the first American soldiers to battle the expanding Japan-
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ese forces in the Philippines by December 1941. Many endured the
Bataan "Death March" and imprisonment for duration of the
war. Military reports commemorated their experiences and heroism. ls
Meanwhile, military and civilian personnel from all over the
country came to Albuquerque for work in defense installations. In
addition, many young Anglo males, far from home, took advantage of USO functions and other less organized activities to meet
and date local girls; such contact often ended in cross-cultural
marriages, an ever-increasing phenomenon facilitated by the
growing military investment in New Me'xico, both during and
after the war. 16 That investment also occasioned growth of the
Heights area of the city, a residential tract on the east mesa almost
exclusively Anglo and one that would remain so until after the
war. 17
By 1950, Albuquerque had increased its population by 173 percent, growing to 96,815. The Albuquerque SMSA (Bernalillo
County) attained a total of 145,673. Hispanics, however, suffered
a relative decline, falling to about a quarter of the city's population in 1950, while dropping to below 30 percent in the SMSA, although their absolute numbers rose to nearly 44,000. 18 Clearly,
Anglos accounted for most of the growth. In addition, many newcomers arrived with highly advanced professional and technical
training.
In 1950, only 205 Hispanics out of a total of 6,065 in the city
had completed 4 or more years of college. Overall, they had a
median of 8.2 (city) and 7.7 (SMSA) of school years completed, as
compared to the total population (25 years old and over) that had
a median of a little over 12 years in the city and more than 11.5
years in the SMSA. Hispanics also comprised 75 percent of people
in the SMSA who had no schooling at all (1,475 out of 1,975).19
Nonetheless, many Hispanic veterans took advantage of "GI
Bill" benefits to move ahead educationally and economically. In
the 1950s, they helped spark the unprecedented growth of the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque by enrolling in substantial
numbers. They also participated in the success of a new denom-
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inational institution established in 1951, the College of St. Joseph
on the Rio Grande. St. Joseph's, later to become the University of
Albuquerque, particularly appealed to those who wanted a
Catholic education in a small campus atmosphere.
With education, Hispanics acquired more professional and business opportunities. In addition, war veterans began buying homes
in the Heights, where housing development was most expansive
and attainable under the "GI Bill."20 They left behind a serious
vacuum in experience, talent, and income. The stagnation and
eventual deterioration of some Valley neighborhoods resulted
partly from that loss of initiative, maturity, and economic power.
But it is not surprising that so many left. In the Heights area, they
found boom conditions in education, housing, services, conveniences, and above all job opportunity.
The rapid changes caused problems for some. In 1950, Hispanics were being arrested at a high rate for such offenses as
drunkenness, disorderly conduct, and reckless driving. Furthermore, they received fewer dismissals and more severe penalties
than their Anglo counterparts. The economic differential saw a
circumstance in which Anglos could hire lawyers to represent
them in courts where judges were sometimes not attorneys. 21
Other types of cases also showed interesting results. Anglo transients, for example, comprised more than seventy-five percent of
those arrested for vagrancy. Mostly hitchhikers, they were often
held in jail for a day or two in order to allow investigative action
and then were usually expelled from the city. On the other hand,
sixty-seven resident Hispanics were arrested for vagrancy under a
legal code defining it as an offense when the person had no home,
money, or job. A judge contended that the charge was often used
against minority suspects when they were "up to no good" and
when police otherwise had no incriminating evidence. He insisted
such people were often "notorious characters," having long criminal records involving petty theft and marijuana traffic. 22
To be sure, marijuana and hard drugs had become a problem by
the 1950s. Some Albuquerque Hispanics had initially adopted
marijuana as a "recreational" narcotic when working in Califor-
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nia during the war, especially since their new friends in Los
Angeles used the soft, cultural drug rather extensively. Others
had used the narcotic or eVEm engaged in minor trafficking when
stationed at Ft. Bliss in EI Paso. The beginnings of the city's
drug problems can be traced partially to such innocent connections. 23
More serious connections, however, originated with veterans of
World War II and Korea. Morphine and other pain-killing drugs
given to the wounded started a cycle of addiction for many veterans. Then opium and heroin came to the domestic underground
market from the Far East in the early 1950s. Correspondingly,
heroin addiction grew alarmingly in Albuquerque's South Valley.
The catalysts were veterans and the easy money cultivated by wartime conditions. Americans thus were falling victim not only to
hostilities but also to the derangements of war. 24
By the mid-1950s, many families in the South Valley had some
relative or friend on hard drugs, especially heroin. Many of these
"tecatos" were being arrested, tried, and imprisoned. In U.S. District Court in Albuquerque, practically all drug cases involved
Hispanics and a few Mexican nationals. U.S. Attorney Maurice
Sanchez, born in Lemitar, New Mexico, was often the prosecutor.
By 1952, certain standard procedures and penalties for marijuana
charges had been established, usually $1000 bail, plus two years
in prison and a $200 fine if the accused were convicted or if they
pled guilty. By 1954, however, more cases of heroin possession
(some morphine and opium) came to the federal court. At first,
such cases were handled much like marijuana charges involving
bail bond and sentences. However, by 1956 higher bail (often
$2500) and stiffer penalties for heroin possession developed, as the
local FBI headed by Jack Salter (called "El Salado" by tecatos) intensified investigative and entrapment procedures. 25
Meanwhile, in the New Mexico District Court, higher bail and
more severe penalties were imposed for marijuana charges. In the
early 1950s, bail was set at $5,000 and even $10,000 in several
marijuana cases. By 1954, bail in such cases began settling down
to $2500, but was still far above those set by the federal court in
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the same period. Sentences usually fluctuated between one and
three years. By the middle and late 1950s, however, more heroin
and other hard drug cases began appearing <:m the dockets. At the
same time a "possession" charge involving any type of drug
usually drew a two-to-five year sentence. 26 Finally, South Valley
tecatos began dying from overdoses of heroin. "Junk" was being
relayed to the city at an ever-increasing rate, much of it by way of
}uarez. 27
In 1956, Albuquerque observed its 250th anniversary with celebrations and publications. The arrival of the Duke and Duchess of
Alburquerque from their home in Spain stirred most of the interest. 28 Having been formally invited by the City Commission,
they were officially greeted by Maurice Sanchez, the only Spanishsurnamed member of the city government. The celebration symbolized the vast changes that had overtaken the town since its
Spanish inception in 1706. Charlotte Goodwin presided at cere~ monies as "La Reina de Albuquerque" and Maxine Hill as "La
Princesa." Indeed, by 195.7, Albuquerque had won the :'AllAmerica City" award for progress "achieved through intelligent
citizen action" in meeting the problems of a booming population.
The Citizens Committee, headed by B. C. Hernandez, received
most of the credit for making the city government more responsive
to community needs. 29
Albuquerque continued to grow at a phenomenal rate from
1951 to 1960. At the end of the decade, the city proper had
reached a population of 201,189, an increase of almost 108 percent over the 1950 census, while the SMSA attained a population
of 262,199, an increase of 80 percent. Meanwhile, Hispanics in
the city almost doubled their numbers, rising to 42,947, plus 681
born in Mexico and 162 born elsewhere. In the SMSA, they totaled
68,101, but fell to about 26 percent of the overall population.
Still, they held their own in relative terms far better than in the
preceding decade. The 'increased in-migration from rural and
other urban areas of the state accounted for the more stable
percentage. In education, however, the 1960 census showed Hispanics still trailing the general population. The median number of
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school years completed in the city generally was about 12.4; for
Hispanics 9.1.
In 1960 the top occupational categories were:
ALBUQUERQUE SMSA
General Male Occupations
1. Craftsmen and foremen
Professional, technical, and
kindred workers
3. Managers, officials, and
proprietors in retail and
wholesale trade
4. Operatives and kindred
workers (drivers, deliverymen)
5. Sales workers
2.

1.
2.

3.

General Female Occupations
Clerical and kindred workers
Professional, technical, and
kindred workers
Service workers, except private
household

1.

2.

Hispanic Occupations
Operatives and kindred
workers
Craftsmen and foremen

3.

Laborers, except farm and
mine

4.

5.

Service workers (waiters,
cooks, security people)
Clerical and kindred workers

1.
2.

Hispanic Occupations
Clerical and kindred workers
Service workers

3.

Private household workers

Hispanics tended to predominate in semiskilled positions, most
often involving manual labor. Accordingly, they held few jobs in
engineering, medicine, teaching, and other professional occupations.
Income levels in 1960 also showed less favorable circumstances
for Hispanics. A majority in the SMSA earned less than $4,000 per
year, the median being $3,532; the median income for the general
male population was $4,640. Only about 8 percent of the 25,869
men commanding incomes over $6,000 were Hispanics, and at
the top income bracket ($10,000 and over), only about 5 percent
were. Finally, population per Hispanic household in the SMSA
was 4.31 in 1960; in the general population, 3.58. In Albuquerque
proper, the median family income among Hispanics was $4,742;
among the general population, $6,621. 30
In the mid-1960s, a federal program analyst, starting with and
extrapolating from census data, estimated that about "65,000
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people, including 30,000 children, live within the 'bleak circle of
poverty' in Bernalillo County, and another 30,000 people hover
about its edge." He pointed to the areas of acute deprivation, barrios such as Martineztown, Barelas, and South Broadway. Such
communities received the least satisfactory education and showed
the highest dropout rates, high percentages of children from
broken homes, and the like. 31 Furthermore, the longer children in
such neighborhoods remained poor, the less chance they had of
doing well in "school defined" achievement tests. 32 Crowding in
the home also hampered their academic performance. 33 Albuquerque barrios in fact contained the highest percentage of substandard housing, with Martineztown at 56.6 percent, North Barelas
at 56 percent, South Barelas at 69.2 percent, and the San Jose area
of South Broadway at about 64 percent. 34 Many Valley Hispanics
could not seriously consider the idea of buying a new home in the
boom construction areas of the Heights.
In addition to the loss of more highly educated and more
income-pr<:>ducing Hispanics (many of them veterans) that contributed to the deterioration of the Valley area, can be added the
declining facilities of the Catholic Church in the middle and late
1960s. The only comprehensive Catholic secondary school in the
downtown area, St. Mary's High School, closed its doors by middecade in favor of a new facility, St. Pius High School, in the more
heavily populated Heights urban-sprawl area, where many new
public schools already flourished. Meanwhile, Sacred Heart
parish authorities eliminated the seventh and eighth grades of
their school in the late 1960s because of declining enrollment and
financial troubles and by 1970 felt compelled to shut down the
school. The decision of archdiocesan officials to demolish the
structurally weakened Sacred Heart Church, whieh to many
Barelenos symbolized a significant aspect of their culture, tended
to emphasize most visibly and painfully the disruption and dispersion of the old Barelas community.
According to a study done in 1967, 43 percent of Anglo heads of
household had resided in the Albuquerque urban area less than ten
years. A rather visible number of counter-culture "street people"
had also moved in by the 1960s. Furthermore, a majority of Hispanics living in. the city in 1970 had migrated there from rural
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New Mexico and a smaller number from outside the state. 35 Some
ended up in the South Valley. The Barelas community, for example, witnessed an increasing number of younger single people
moving in, replacing natives who had moved out earlier or who
now left because of the new arrivals. Drug problems and burglaries grew to such proportions that those Barelenos forced to
stay feared leaving their homes unguarded, especially at night.
During the 1960s, serious crime reported in Albuquerque rose
290 percent, the largest part committed by young people. 36 By
1971, the city had a crime rate of 59.2 offenses per 1,000 population, making it the leading urban area of the nation in so-called
"Part I crime." Again in 1972, the city led the country in such
crime, although the rate dropped somewhat thereafter. 37 Nevertheless, with the end of the Vietnam War and the recession
immediately following, the unemployment rate in the SMSA increased steadily.38 During a period from January to June 1973,
55.4 percent of felony arrests involved Hispanics and 37.1 percent
involved Anglos, of which about 19 percent and almost 17 percent
respectively were drug-related. More than 15 percent of the total
number of Hispanics and almost 8 percent of all Anglos arrested
were for property crimes, especially burglary (the most frequently
reported serious crime). Indeed, the combination of property and
drug-related arrests accounted for about 61 percent of all felony
cases. 39
Meanwhile across the nation, more and more middle and even
upper-income Anglos were becoming addicted to hard drugs. The
Vietnam War accelerated the trend, with veterans of virtually all
ethnic groups returning home "hooked" on heroin and other toxic
substances. The new circumstances prompted authorities to reevaluate attitudes and statutes. Thus, on 8 November 1966, President Lyndon Johnson signed Public Law 89-793 or the Narcotic
Addict Rehabilitation Act (NARA). Drug addiction now appeared
more of a socia-medical problem, rather than one of inherent
criminality. As a result, within months the lives of New Mexican
tecatos changed drastically. By June 1967, most heroin defendants
in New Mexico federal and state courts were being committed to
the U.S. Public Service Hospital in Ft. Worth, Texas. 40
What eventually became the most significant part of NARA was
Title IV, which authorized the surgeon general to assist states and
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municipalities in developing treatment programs and facilities for
addicts. With the "War on Poverty" starting in the city, professionals from the University of New Mexico, especially Dr. Stuart
Hollingsworth, a mental health speCialist, began working with Joe
Fernandez and other barrio leaders to create community action
programs. The old Armijo School was acquired for activities
funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity, and it was there
that Fernandez and Hollingsworth led regular public meetings to
bring the problem of tecatismo into the open. Hispanics responded
by developing a barrio organization called Quebrar (to break) on
12 April 1968~ The University of New Mexico-Bernalillo County
Medical Center (then the County-Indian Hospital) began providing beds for tecatos wanting to "clean up." Furthermore, the
enthusiasm generated by Quebrar began reaching barrios such as
Pajarito, Atrisco, Los Padillas, and Barelas. In August 1968, an
application for a NARA IV grant gained approval. Directed by Joe
Fernandez, Quebrar assumed control of the NARA program,
while the County Mental Health Center provided the medical staff
and methadone maintenance for clients. 41
Quebrar's influence spread far beyond the immediate area of
Albuquerque. Drug treatment personnel from cities across the
state and the West came to Albuquerque to study the program.
Professionals from New York, Chicago, and other metropolitan
areas also made contact. Anglo parents from the Heights came to
Quebrar for advice and aid, as they saw more of their offspring
caught in the addiction cycle. Never before had there been such
enthusiasm for considering drug abuse an illness.
By the summer of 1972, internal dissension and squabbling
prompted city and county officials to create a superagency known
as the General Addictions Treatment Effort (GATE) under
another Hispanic director. Quebrar became La Llave (The Key)
with an Anglo director and later transferred its operations to the
old St. Joseph's Hospital facilities, where GATE programs were
located. 42
By 1970 Albuquerque had grown to a population of 243,751,
and the SMSA to 315,774, an increase since 1960 of 20-21 percent,43 Of those totals, 67,041 in the city and 96,465 in the SMSA
were reported as people of "Spanish origin."44 Hispanics had thus
gained in relative percentage,approaching 27 percent and 30 per-
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cent of the city and SMSA populations respectively.45 In years of
schooling, they still did not equal the general population, although
gains had been made during the decade. The median number of
school years completed was 12.5 in the SMSA and 12.6 in the city;
on the other hand, the median for Hispanics was 10.5 in the SMSA
and 11.2 in the city.
In Albuquerque proper by 1970 the top occupational categories
were:

ALBUQUERQUE CITY
General Male Occupations
l. Professional-technical
personnel
2. Clerical and kindred workers
3. Service workers

2.
3.

4.

Craftsmen and foremen

4.

5.

Managers, officials,
proprietors

5.

l.
2.
3.

General Female Occupations
Clerical and kindred workers
Professional-technical personnel
Service workers, except private
household

l.

l.
2.
3.

Hispanic Occupations
Craftsmen and foremen
Service workers
Operatives and kindred
workers
Professional-technical
personnel
Laborers, except farm; clerical
and kindred workers

Hispanic Occupations
Clerical and kindred workers
Service workers
Professional-technical
personnel

Since the last census, Hispanics had gained some ground in occupations requiring more skill and training and presumably more
. pay. Such advances, however, could not hide the fact that Hispanic unemployment rates still exceeded those of the general population, and their per capita income still fell far short: $1,916 to
$3,103 overall in the city. About 24 percent of all Spanishsurnamed people in the city had incomes less than the official
poverty level.46
During the 1960s, Hispanics of course benefitted from President
Lyndon Johnson's "War on Poverty." By the late 1960s, however,
the Vietnam War with its extreme costs in blood and money had
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split the country. Congress cut funds for social programs to
finance the war in Indochina. Urban riots erupted in Newark,
Detroit, and other places, prompting congressional committees to
study the "crisis in the cities." President Johnson fought Congress
on the issue of priorities, insisting the nation could afford both
guns and butter. 47 "Hawks" and "doves" exchanged bitter recriminations. Meanwhile, the "body count" continued. By the end of
1968, more than 30,000 American soldiers had been killed and
many more wounded.
Among the victims was Danny Fernandez. Born and raised in
Barelas, he moved with his parents to Los Lunas, just south of
Albuquerque, in 1955. Like so many young Hispanics before him,
he left school in 1962 to join the army. He died on 18 February
1966 when he lunged at an enemy grenade to shield his comrades
during a fierce battle with Viet Cong forces near Saigon. Danny
Fernandez became the first native of Albuquerque to receive the
Congressional Medal of Honor. 48
During the height of Vietnam War dissent and the accelerating
drive for human rights in the 1960s, Hispanics began shifting
ethnic self-referents from "Spanish-American" to "Chicano." In
1962, for example, 9 percent of Hispanics identified with the term
"Chicano"; a decade later, about 30 percent referred to themselves as Chicanos. 49 In 1968, the Cultural Awareness Center of
the University of New Mexico came into being. By 1975, Dr. John
A. Aragon, the center director, announced a federal grant to
create CACTI (Cultural Awareness Center's Trilingual Institute).50
In 1970, Hispanic priests led by men such as Ramon Aragon,
Arthur Tafoya, Patrick Lopez, and Robert Sanchez formed
PADRES (acronym for Padres Asociados para Derechos Religiosos, Educativos y Sociales). The New Mexico PADRES, the local
chapter of a national organization, dedicated itself to eradicate
the educational deficiencies and improve the socia-economic conditions of Hispanics. Tafoya and Lopez headed two of the most
problem-ridden and economically depressed parishes in the city,
San Jose on South Broadway and Sacred Heart in-Barelas. 51 Meanwhile, Pajarito Publications created one of few completely independent Chicano periodicals in the United States, a quarterly
called De Colores Journal. A weekly Albuquerque newspaper, El

Danny Fernandez, Albuquerque native and recipient of the Congressional Medal
of Honor. Courtesy of Jose I. Fernandez.
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Hispano, also appeared, providing news, notices, poetry, and even
comic strips for the Spanish-speaking. Finally, the only all-Spanish
language television station between San Antonio, Texas, and Los
Angeles, California, began operations in August 1975. KMXN-TV
of Albuquerque, an affiliate of the Spanish International Network,
began providing drama, novelas, musical variety, news, and local
specials.
Albuquerque Hispanics also made significant headway in developing their own business enterprise. In 1969, I, 108 Hispanicowned businesses operated in the SMSA with gross receipts of
$37,047,000; of that total, 375 had paid employees and grossed
about 83 percent of the total receipts. By 1972 in the SMSA, there
were 1,333 businesses with gross' receipts of $67,272,000; of that
total, 396 firms employed paid workers and grossed about 80 percent of the total receipts. Finally, the overwhelming majority
engaged in service activities and retail trade. 52
One of the most historic enterprises in the Albuquerque area,
the Town of Atrisco community land grant corporation, became
the Westland Development Company, Inc., in 1967. Composed of
descendants of the original pobladores who founded the town
about 1700, the' Westland Company established a business park
leasing land and facilities on the west mesa to various industrial
and business firms.
In about a generation, economic changes stimulated by war had
brought urbanized life to New Mexico. By 1970, the state's population exceeded one million; thirty years earlier, it contained half
that number. By 1970, more than tw~thirds of the people resided
in an urban setting; in 1940, tw~thirds had lived in a rural environment. By 1970, the urbanized area of "Greater Albuquerque"
approached 300,000; in 1940, the city's population just exceeded
35,000. 53 Albuquerque had grown more than eight times over.
Thus it was that the quiet little western town got caught in the
rush of military preparedness and war economics. The crisscrossing acequias had been replaced by crisscrossing freeways.
Meanwhile, traditional folkways grew dim but not forgotten.
Hopeful Hispanics reached for stability and achievement in facing
the new reality, which had claimed some casualties since 1940.
They prayed Janus might yet speak Spanish.
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NOTES
1. See U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census
of the United States: 1940 Population: Nativity and Parentage of the White Population. Mother Tongue, By Nativity, Country of Origin, and Age, for States and
Large Cities (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1943), p. 21.
"Mother tongue" was defined in the report "as the principal language spoken in
the home of the person in his earliest childhood." The report provided the only
approximation of Hispanic numbers, which totaled 222,000 based on mother
tongue. English, however, had already become the principal language for many
people. Many Hispanics with Anglo surnames also had deep historical roots in
the area. Among these were some Albuquerque families with surnames such as
Milligan, Beach, Hubbell, Koslowski, Kellovich, McBride, Metzgar, Gibbs,
Price, Skinner, Zimmerly, Stevens, Seligman, and others.
2. U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of
the United States: 1940 Population, vol. 2, Characteristics of the Population,
part 4, Minnesota-New Mexico (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1943), pp. 955, 999, and 1017.
3. Gerald D. Nash, The American West in the Twentieth Century: A Short
History of an Urban Oasis (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973),
p.272.
4. In 1890 Albuquerque had a population of 3,785. It grew at a rate of about
65-75 percent in the early twentieth century, except for the decades of World
War I and the Depression. See U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1950, vol. 2, Characteristics of the Population, part 31, New Mexico (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1952), p. 6.
5. From his childhood, the author remembers such arrangements, including
the experience of his family in the 1930s.
6. The author remembers how in the 1940s, the long low moan of the shops'
whistle dominated time perception in the Barelas area. Its lonely sound, an
octave above a foghorn, called forth a parade of blackened workers peddling
their bicycles at an even pace. Within minutes the streets were deserted.
7. See Sixteenth Census, vol. 2, part 4, p. 1019.
8. For an explanation of voluntary associations, see Nancie L. Gonzales, The
Spanish-Americans of New Mexico: A Heritage of Pride (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press [UNM Press), 1969), pp. 86-115.
9. Despite specific provisions in the state constitution, bilingualism in education had not taken hold. The pioneer in studying ethnic and educational problems of Hispanics was George I. Sanchez, who died in 1972. See his seminal
work, Forgotten People: A Study of New Mexicans (Albuquerque: UNM Press,
1940).
10. A curious and singular feature of clerical training in New Mexico began in
1937, when the National Pontifical Seminary of Our Lady of Guadalupe of
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Montezuma was established at a former resort east of Santa Fe. Its purpose was
to train native Mexicans for the priesthood, since the Mexican constitution prohibited the Church from operating any domestic educational institutions. By
1972, when the institution closed, one out of every five priests in Mexico had
been trained there, and seven had become bishops. While in the state, the
Montezuma Seminary choir became famous for its superb Gregorian chants. For
a historical summary, see Eileen Stanton, "Montezuma Seminary Moves Hallowed Hall to Mexico," Boston Pilot, 22 July 1972.
II. The Barelas Community Center began operations in 1942, mostly through
the efforts of the League of United Latin-American Citizens (LULAC), the National Youth Administration directed by Tom L. Popejoy (later president of the
University of New Mexico), and the City Commission headed by Clyde Tingley.
See "Approaching Events Recall 13-Year History of Barelas Community
Center," Albuquerque Journal, 3 October 1955.
12. Nash, The American West in the Twentieth Century, p. 214.
13. Alan J. Oppenheimer, The Historical Background of Albuquerque, New
Mexico (Albuquerque: Albuquerque Planning Department, 1962), pp. 48-52.
14. Matt S. Meier and Feliciano Rivera, The Chicanos: A History of Mexican
Americans (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972), p. 186.
IS. Stephen M. Mellnik, "The Life and Death of the 200th Coast Artillery
(AA)," Coast Artillery Journal 90 (March-April 1947): 2-7. Also see John Pershing Jolly, "History: National Guard of New Mexico," 1606-1963" (Manuscript, U.S. Army Military History Research Collection, Carlisle Barracks, Pa.,
1964), pp. 65-78.
16. In an Albuquerque survey conducted in 1972, the author learned that a
preponderant majority (about 67 percent) of Hispanics approved of intermarriage with Anglos.
17. An analysis of thirty-five central cities in the Southwest in 1960 showed
that about 53 percent of either Anglos or Hispanics in Albuquerque would have
to move in order to equalize distribution of ethnic groups throughout the city.
See Joan W. Moore and Frank G. Mittelbach, "Residential Segregation in the
Urban Southwest: A Comparative Study," Graduate School of Business Administration, Mexican-American Study Project, Advance Report 4 (Los Angeles: University of California, 1966), p. 16.
18. See Census of Population: 1950, vol. 2, part 31, p. IS; and Census of Population: 1950, vol. 4, Special Reports, part 3, chapter C, Persons of Spanish Surname (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1953), pp. 44, 53. In
1950 for the first time, the Census Bureau attempted to determine with greater
accuracy than before the actual numbers of Hispanics. It thus used "Spanish surname" as the crucial identifier. Because of intermarriage, however, there still remained some numerical distortion.
19. Census ofPopulation: 1950, vol. 4, part 3-C, p. 53; vol. 2, part 31, p. 34.
20. A city ordinance prohibiting housing discrimination took effect in 1952.
21. Dudley E. De Groot, "An Investigation of Race or Ethnic Prejudice as a
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Factor Affecting the Administration of Justice on the Police Court Level"
(Master's thesis, UNM, 1953), pp. 28-75, passim.
22. De Groot, "An Investigation of Prejudice," pp. 53-60. In interpreting the
city's criminal justice system of 1950, De Groot struck a positive note. He concluded that in only two cases of those he studied did ethnic and racial prejudice
play a role. And even there, certain mitigating circumstances, including
recidivism, could explain away charges of discrimination. He concluded that
ethnicity and race as factors in the courts had been overemphasized. See pp. 8993. Nevertheless, his interviews and statistics pointed to a more negative interpretation. For a related study, covering felony arrests and their disposition in
1973, see Antonio E. Chavez, After Arrest: A Report on the Processing of Felony
Cases in Albuquerque (Albuquerque: UNM, Criminal Justice Program, Institute
for Social Research and Development, 1975).
23. Interview with Joe Fernandez, 14 August 1975. Also see John B. Williams,
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, California State Peace Officers' Training Series
no. 33, Bureau of Vocational-Technical Education (n.p.: The California Community Colleges, 1969), pp. 9-10.
24. Disregarding the "Red Scare" aspects of congressional investigations during the early 1950s, serious drug abuse soon after World War II did cause great
concern. Incidentally, morphine abuse had been called the "Soldiers' Disease"
since the Civil War. See Arnold H. Taylor, American Diplomacy and the Narcotics Traffic, 1900-1939: A Study in International Humanitarian Reform
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1969), pp. 336-37; David F. Musto, The
American Disease: Origins of Narcotic Control (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1973), pp. 230-31; Patrick H. Hughes, Behind the Wall ofRespect:
Community Experiments in Heroin Addiction Control (Chicago & London:
University of Chicago Press, 1977), pp. 57 -72.
25. For newspaper accounts of drug cases involving Salter, see the October
1955 issues of the Albuquerque Journal. Joe Fernandez was also on trial for
marijuana possession. The jury, all Anglo according to surnames in the dockets,
became "hopelessly deadlocked," and the case was dismissed. See "Mistrial
Declared in Narcotics Case," Albuquerque Journal, 7 October 1955. Fernandez
believes a lie detector test was the crucial factor in his effective exoneration. Interview with Fernandez 14 August 1975.
26. The author studied the criminal dockets of the U.S. and New Mexico
District Courts covering the 1950s and 1960s. One problem in reviewing such
records is they provide very little data on mitigating or aggravating circumstances, which may explain the variety of bail bonds and sentences. An interesting fact that came to light in studying the federal dockets was the large
number of cases of illegal immigration from Mexico.
27. Gauging the rich American market for desired items, otherwise illegal,
became big business for certain elements in Turkey, the Far East, and Mexico by
the 1950s.
28. The town was named for the Duke of Alburquerque, who in 1706 was
Viceroy of New Spain. The original spelling was Alburquerque.
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journal, 9 January 1958.
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New Mexico (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963),
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32. David L. Bachelor, et aI., Nifios del centro de Albuquerque, Nuevo Mexico: resultados de las pruebas y habilidad para sobrevivir, Investigaci6n no. I,
Albuquerque Comprehensive Childcare and Development Project (Albuquerque:
UNM, Institute for Social Research and Development, 1971), pp. 1-6, 11-14,
18-20,46-52.
33. J. McVicker Hunt, "The Psychological Basis for Using Pre-School Enrichment as an Antidote for Cultural Deprivation," Merrill-Palmer Quarterly of
Behavior and Development 10 (July 1964): 237-39.
34. Reno, Poverty in Bernalillo County, pp. 20-22.
35. Crime and justice in Metropolitan Albuquerque, 1971, A Report of the
Pilot Cities Program (Albuquerque: UNM, Criminal Justice Program, Institute
for Social Research and Development, 1971), pp. 3-4.
36. Crime and justice in Metropolitan Albuquerque, 1971, pp. vi-vii.
37. Ted Bartell and Judith Peloquin, A Trend Analysis of Local System
Changes Since 1970, Final Report of the Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Pilot
Cities Program (Albuquerque: UNM, Criminal Justice Program, Institute for
Social Research and Development, 1975), p. 4.
38. Thirteenth Annual Summary Study: The Economy of the State of New
Mexico and the Albuquerque Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (Albuquerque: UNM, Bureau of Business and Economic Research for the Bank of New Mexico, 1975), p. 34.
39. See Chavez, After Arrest, pp. 7-10.
40. New Mexico made possession of certain amounts of marijuana a misdemeanor in 1972. The average prison sentence in U.S. District Courts has declined
almost every year since 1962. See Federal Offenders in United States District
Courts, 1972 (Washington, D.C.: Administrative Office of the United States
Courts, 1975), Table H9.
41. For some relevant material on the original clients and the pathogenesis of
tecatismo, see Neil R. Scott, et aI., "Methadone in the Southwest: A Three-Year
Follow-up of Chicano Heroin Addicts," American journal of Orthopsychiatry
43 (April 1973): 355-61; and Leonardo Garcia-Bunuel, et aI., "The 'Why' of
Narcotic Addiction Among Mexican-Americans" (unpublished report of
Quebrar, Inc., made available through La Llave).
42. The Alcoholism Treatment Program, initiated in 1970, also came under
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GATE. By 1972, just above 50 percent of ATP clients were Hispanic and almost
40 percent were Anglo. At first, Anglos joined rather slowly perhaps because of
factors such as family "protection" and social stigma. ATP also helped form
Alcoholics Anonymous chapters outside its treatment facilities, one being "La
Nueva Vida" created in 1971 in the Barelas area. Information on the ATP comes
from reports provided by treatment center officials.
Most of the information on Quebrar, La Llave, and GATE came from Mary
Edith Baca, nee Metzgar, and from Paul Danaceau, Methadone Maintenance:
The Experience of Four Programs (Washington, D.C.: The Drug Abuse Council,
1973), pp. 73-100. Joe Fernandez, of course, provided valuable information. He
resigned from the drug abuse program when GATE was created.
43. U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970, vol. I, Characteristics of the Population, part 33, New Mexico
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), p. 17.
44. Census of Population: 1970, Subject Reports, Persons of Spanish Origin
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), pp. ISO, 155. Selfidentification by respondents made this report valuable.
45. If figured strictly on the basis of Spanish surname, the percentages come
out approximately the same as those based on Spanish origin. There were about
94,000 Spanish-surnamed people in the SMSA and about 64,000 in the city
proper. See Census of Population: 1970, Subject Reports, Persons of Spanish Surname, p. I.
46. See Census of Population: 1970, vol. I, part 33, pp. 97, 149, lSI-52,
155-56; also Census of Population: 1970, Persons of Spanish Surname, pp. 87,
89,101,107.
47. In 1966 and 1967, President Johnson made a number of speeches and
statements concerning the ability of the country to support simultaneously the
war abroad and War on Poverty at home. Those statements came to be known as
Johnson's "guns and butter" preachments. See, for example, "The Union and the
War," Time, 21 January 1966, pp. 18-19; and "Lying Low," Time, 13 January
1967, p. 12. The phrase "guns and butter" comes from a speech Joseph Goebbels
gave in Berlin on 17 January 1936. See Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, 14th ed.,
S.V. "Paul Joseph Goebbels."
48. See "Los Lunas GI Dies Saving Pals," and "Los Lunas GI Nominated to
Get Medal of Honor," Albuquerque Journal, 19 and 21 February 1966. President Johnson presented the Medal of Honor to the parents of Danny Fernandez
in the Rose Garden of the White House, 6 April 1967.
49. See Joseph V. Metzgar, "The Ethnic Sensitivity of Spanish New Mexicans:
A Survey and Analysis," New Mexico Historical Review 49 (January 1974):
61-66. In the same survey used for the article, the Brown Berets and Reyes Tijerina's Alianza proved to be the most disliked people among Albuquerque
Hispanics, who simply considered such people too radical. On the other hand,
Cesar Chavez proved the most popular leader, outdistancing then Senator Joseph
Montoya of New Mexico by 30 percent to 22 percent.
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50. See "Cultural Awareness Center Receives $390,000 Grant," Albuquerque
Journal, 16 August 1975.
51. Urban Renewal had finally come to Barelas by the early 1970s.
52. U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Special Report,
1972 Survey of Minority-Owned Business Enterprises, vol. MB 72-2, MinorityOwned Businesses: Spanish Origin (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975), pp. 98-99.
53. See Census of Population: 1970, vol. 1, part 33, pp. 7,17.

MAX L. MOORHEAD, 1913-1981.
Max L. Moorhead, David Ross Boyd Professor of History and Professor
Emeritus at the University of Oklahoma died peacefully at Norman,
Oklahoma, on 25 January 1981. Max was a specialist in Latin American, Mexican, and Spanish Borderlands history, with particular emphasis upon the southwestern United States and northern Mexico,
especially New Mexico. His four major books-New Mexico's Royal
Road, Gregg's Commerce of the Prairies, The Apache Frontier, and The
Presidio-focused upon New Mexico in the Spanish and Mexican
periods. Between 1951 and 1974 he contributed five articles to the New
Mexico Historical Review, mostly on the subjects of Spanish trade, transportation, presidial supply, and the presidio of Santa Fe. Widely known
and respected for his thoroughness and meticulous research in original
documents, Max was a long-time respected colleague of historians from
the Rio Arriba to El Paso and Chihuahua. Our deepest condolences to his
lifelong partner, Amy. Max was a nuevomexicano whose sincere devotion and scholarship will live among us to reinforce the memories we
have of him.
Oakah L. Jones, Purdue University

BALANCE-OF-POWER DIPLOMACY IN NEW MEXICO:
GOVERNOR FERNANDO DE LA CONCHA AND THE
INDIAN POLICY OF CONCILIATION

JACK AUGUST

IN

TIlE LAST QUARTER of the eighteenth century, hostile Indian
groups, rather than rival European powers, threatened Spain's
northern Mexican possessions. Spanish New Mexicans, beleaguered by constant warfare, lived under frightening conditions;
Comanches terrorized in all directions, Apaches raided from the
south and west, and Utes and Navajos attacked from the north and
west. By the late 1780s, the Spanish policy of hispanicizing
nomadic Indians was subordinated to the needs of securing peace
with them. Moreover, New Mexico held strategic military importance for royal administrators. As early as 1777, Commandant
General of the Provincias Internas Teodoro de Croix warned: "If
we lose the important barrier of New Mexico, which I pray God
may not happen, the Indians would be masters of that immense
country, and accustomed to living by robbery would indubitably
approach us." 1
Ten years after that warning, an obscure army officer, Don Fernando de la Concha, became governor of New Mexico. Although
the remote province had a long history of incessant warfare with
the tribes around it, Concha, during his term of office (17871793), guided the province through a reversal of this trend and
into a period of conciliation with the Indians. His imaginative use
of balance-of-power diplomacy consolidated peace with troublesome Indian groups and effected a decade of stability and modest
economic prosperity in New Mexico. 2
Between Croix's warning and Concha's tenure in Santa Fe, a
celebrated mestizo frontiersman, Juan Bautista de Anza, served as
governor of New Mexico. From 1778 until 1787, Anza subjugated
0028-6206/81/0400-0141 $2.00/0
©Regents, University of New Mexico
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and forged peace treaties with most of the hostile tribes in the
province. After this period of aggressive military and diplomatic
activity, Spaniards enjoyed an unprecedented period of peace
with the Indians of the northern frontier. Indeed during the postAnza decade, mines opened, ranches dotted the landscape, and a
lively profitable trade emerged among the peoples of New Mexico. 3
Concha inherited an Indian policy that had its origins in a vast
political and military reorganization of Spain's northern frontier.
Commandant General Croix, who had hoped to prosecute offensive warfare against troublesome Indian groups, was forced to
abandon this policy when the Spanish crown decided to aid the
American colonists in their revolt against England. Under these
circumstances, Minister of the Indies Jose de Galvez ordered Croix
to develop a policy of conciliation and military retrenchment
along the northern frontier. The idea of conciliation, first proposed in 1763 with the cession of Louisiana, and revived by the
Marques de Rubi in 1771, became a fiscal necessity in 1779. 4
In New Mexico the provincial capital at Santa Fe was selected
as a base for dealing with hostile Comanches, Utes, Navajos and
Apaches. Croix argued that peace and stability on the frontier
could be attained by dealing with the tribes individually, overlooking petty offenses, playing upon mutual animosities, and preventing the formation of alliances. Although this policy was not
what Croix wanted, Spain's changing priorities left the commandant general with few other options. To Croix, forced to refrain
from open warfare, the policy seemed practical, judicious, and,
importantly, inexpensive. 5
Within the framework of Croix's policy of conciliation and
retrenchment, Governor Juan Bautista de Anza's accomplishments in Indian affairs were remarkable. In contrast to the peaceful diplomacy Croix's directives implied, Anza spent most of his
first two years of office in extensive military campaigns, concentrating his efforts on the powerful Comanches. By the mid-1780s,
with the aid of Pueblo Indian auxiliaries, Anza had subjugated the
Comanches and succeeded in forging an alliance with them.
Meanwhile, he had reconciled them with one of their bitterest
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enemies, the Utes, and enticed both groups into a triple alliance
with the Spaniards against the Apaches. The Spanish-ComancheUte alliance eventually forced the Navajos to dissolve their fifteenyear alliance with the Gila Apaches and subsequently to declare
war on their former friends and allies. 6
By 1786 conditions had changed for the better in New Mexico.
Spain's participation in the American Revolutionary War had
ended, new and much better weapons had reached the frontier,
and a seemingly lasting peace had been established with the Comanches. 7 Moreover, the presidial force at Santa Fe had grown
from 80 to 119 and population in the province increased to nearly
21,000. Anza, who had already allied the Pueblos and Jicarilla
Apaches with the Spanish, could count on the newly acquired
allies-the Comanches and Utes-to move against the greatly disunified but implacable enemy, the Apaches. 8
The year 1786 saw another modification of defensive strategy
for the Interior Provinces. This change centralized colonial administration, and the Interior Provinces were returned to the
supreme jurisdiction of the viceroy. The king ordered that New
Spain be reorganized into twelve intendancies, New Mexico
becoming part of the Provincias del Poniente. More importantly,
the change in administration that returned command of the northern provinces to the viceroy brought them under the capable hand
of Bernardo de Galvez. Though Galvez died during his second
year as viceroy, he relied on his years of frontier experience in
Indian affairs in creating a specific program. When Concha
assumed office in 1787, it was the Indian policy.of Bernardo de
Galvez that he followed.
The viceroy's plan was not entirely new. He synthesized the experiences of past administrators into a practical and workable formula. In New Mexico there would be no truce with the Apaches;
they would have to choose peace or war. The first phase of this
program entailed a concerted military effort to force the Apaches
to settle near presidios. Then Galvez hoped to suppress raiding,
obliterate social and economic traditions, and destroy the entire
cultural core of tribal organization. In his instructions to the commandant generals and governors, Galvez summarized the nature
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of his plan by stating that the Indians "may be attracted gently to
the advantages of rational life and to commerce by discreet and
opportune gifts. If peace is broken. . . we should rightly return to
incessant and harsh war, alternating war and peace as often as the
haughty or humble behavior of the barbarous Indian requires."9
Galvez was also cognizant of the economic nature of the
Apache raiding pattern. He proposed either to feed the Apaches or
destroy them, adding: "I am very much in favor of the special
ruination of the Apaches, and in endeavoring to interest the other
tribes and even other Apache bands in it, because these Indians
are our real enemies in the Provincias Internas; they cause its
desolation and are the most feared because of their knowledge,
cunning, and warlike customs (acquired in the necessity of robbing in order to live) and their number." I 0
Bernardo de Galvez's policy coincided with Anza's last year in
New Mexico. Anza's treaties with the Comanches, Navajos, and
Utes stipulated that they were to maintain peace with the Spaniards and Pueblo Indians and to aid in Spanish campaigns against
the Apaches. He granted peace, trading privileges in New Mexico,
and military support against the common enemy. During the final
year of his administration, Anza succeeded in persuading each of
the three tribes to elect a man who would be responsible for their
leadership and conduct. 1I Despite such remarkable progress, the·
Apache menace did not subside.
The situation looked optimistic when on 3 November 1786 Don
Fernando Sim6n Ignacio de la Concha was appointed governor of
New Mexico. Born 27 February 1744 near the town of Villa Carriedo, Santander, Spain, Concha entered the Spanish navy in 1757
when only thirteen years old. He reached the rank of lieutenant by
the time he was eighteen, but transferred to the army where he
became captain in 1770. Thereafter he rose quickly through the
ranks: lieutenant colonel in 1783, sergeant major of the Provincial
Infantry of Campeche in 1785, and colonel of infantry in the
Army of New Castile in 1791. Concha, a veteran soldier, took
possession of the governor's office on 25 August 1787 and immediately undertook the task of consolidating the peace treaties and
alliances Anza had made with the Indians. 12
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After arriving in Santa Fe Concha worked for three months with
Anza mastering the complexities of the Indian alliances before
taking charge of the province on IONovember 1787. The new
governor took office during a sensitive period, for recently formed
alliances had not yet stood the test of time, and Anza's departure
could upset them. Fortunately for Spanish New Mexicans, Concha
proved an adept student of Indian diplomacy.13 Early during his
tenure he informed Commandant General Jacobo Ugarte that he
had assured the continuation of peace with the Comanches and
had been able to maintain the Ute and Navajo alliances. 14
Recognizing that the Comanches "were the most powerful and
consequently the most feared" tribe, Concha made their continued friendship his first priority. Since his arrival in the province, he had observed that the Comanches had demonstrated good
faith, shown interest in commerce, and offered military assistance
to the Spanish. The governor reported that Comanche Chief
Ecueracapa and many Comanche sub-chiefs had visited him and
had attended several trade fairs in Taos, Pecos, and Picuris. They
had responded readily when called on to campaign against.
Apaches, either alone or with an expedition. Relations with the
Comanches made Concha optimistic. In November 1787 he wrote
. the commandant general that '.'the disposition of the Comanche
Nation is such that it will embrace any proposal made to them
with gentleness, affection, and a few gifts. . . ."15
Not all aspects of the Comanche alliance, however, were perfect. During the period of gubernatorial transition, a group of
Santa Fe presidials, settlers, Pueblo auxiliaries, and Comanche
warriors made an unsuccessful campaign against the Gila
Apaches. A battle ensued with the Apaches gaining the upper
hand. The Comanches soon found themselves abandoned by their
erstwhile allies and suffered a humiliating defeat. One month
later, when asked to participate in another campaign south of
Zuni, the Comanche warriors agreed but were somewhat skeptical. As the expedition neared the Apache rancherias, the Comanches suspected that they would again be expected to lead the
attack and stated that they had no confidence in their allies' support. Insulted, expedition leader Commandant Inspector Joseph
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Rengel told the Comanches that the Spaniards would lead the
assault and that the Comanche warriors accompanying the expedition were superfluous. The attack scattered the Apaches and
reassured Comanches that Spanish troops would not flee under
fire. The alliance withstood its first moderate test. 16
Early in his administration, Concha was confident enough to
press the Comanches for further concessions. During previous military campaigns Comanche warriors had practiced unsavory and
sordid excesses of warfare. When they captured enemies they immediately executed all adult males and offered to ransom women
and youths of both sexes. Captives that were not ransomed became
Comanche slaves. Concha admonished the Comanches to cease
executing captives; those that could not be put to good use in or
around the Spanish settlements might eventually be returned to
their people. 17 The subsequent maintenance of the SpanishComanche alliance indicated that, to some degree, Concha's
stipulations were adhered to, for there is no evidence of further
disagreement between the two allies regarding warfare practices.
New Viceroy Antonio Florez and Commander General Ugarte
gave Concha a surprising amount of autonomy. The governor
steered the still nascent Comanche alliance along a moderate
course, refraining from actions that might jeopardize its continued success. Still the alliance had not experienced its most
severe test. A crippling drought hit the southern Plains in the fall
of 1787 and lasted well into the 1790s. The effects of the drought
could have strained the bonds of peace and friendship to the
breaking point, but Concha demonstrated keen political sense,
transforming a dangerous situation into a diplomatic victory for
the Spaniards.
The seriousness of the drought and the consequent famine produced extreme distress among the Indians of New Mexico. By the
autumn of 1787 it was clear that the great buffalo herds, the basis
of Comanche economy, had retreated from the southern Plains.
The scarcity of game forced Comanche warriors to spend their
time hunting rather than raiding the distant Apaches. In the first
year of the drought, between the fall of 1787 and the summer of
1788, no Apache campaigns were carried out, no Comanche trade
fairs were held in New Mexico, and some members of the tribe
perished from hunger.
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Concha averted mass starvation of the Comanches by sending
them corn through the summer of 1788. In June 1789, Comanche
Chief Ecueracapa led 180 of his people into Santa Fe to solicit aid
for themselves and for others who remained in the rancherias.
Concha responded by giving them 200 bushels of corn, while the
local citizenry donated another 160 bushels. Moreover, if game remained scarce, the governor recommended larger and more frequent gifts to relieve the starving Comanches. The commandant
general and the viceroy endorsed these actions and encouraged
Concha to assist the Comanches in every way possible as long as
necessary and at the expense of the Royal Treasury. To the viceroy,- maintenance of the peace was of primary importance, and he
was convinced that aiding the Comanches in their time of need
was proper use of royal funds. IS
Other Spanish governors had made peace with the Comanches,
but Concha was the first to maintain peace with them throughout
his term of office. Governor Tomas Velez Cachupin had
negotiated the first Spanish-Comanche peace treaty in New Mexico in 1762. But his successor, Governor Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta could not keep the peace, and by 1768 the tribe began
again to raid Spanish settlements. Fermin de Mendinueta concluded another peace pact in early 1771, only to have it shattered
two years later when 500 Comanches attacked the Spanish settlement of EI Valle. Between June and September 1774 Comanches
carried out five major raids in New Mexico. 19 After Ariza subjugated the Comanches, Concha faced a problem his predecessors
could not solve-maintaining peace with the powerful northern
nation. He proved equal to the task, for his prudent actions not
only maintained peace, but also strengthened the Comanche
alliance.
To maintain harmony with the Comanches, Concha recognized
that the tribe must remain at peace with Spain's other Indian
allies on the northern frontier. The Utes had continued their
alliance and friendship with the Spaniards, and with the governor's judicious use of diplomacy, the Ute-Comanche peace remained intact. 20 The governor understood the historical antipathy
between the two groups, realizing that both tribes had distinct interests and that the Utes were extremely jealous of the Comanches'
favored status. 21

Service Record of Don Fernando de la Concha. Courtesy of DonaldC. Cutter.
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Within the shaky Ute-Comanche peace, Ute jealousy and
rivalry caused Concha much consternation. Late in 1787, a small
group of Sahuahuana Utes stole twenty-six Comanche horses.
Concha urged Ute Chief Muguisachi to make restitution to the
Comanches, which was promptly done. The offended Comanches
were pleased with the governor's action and treated the Ute envoys well. 22 However, peaceful settlement of Ute-Comanche disputes was not always possible. In October 1789, Utes again stole
Comanche horses. This time Concha did not have time to intervene. In retaliation, Comanche warriors attacked a group of Utes
with such fury that they killed 80 of the lIZ-member band, including the chief. After this episode, Concha lamented that "it
would be difficult to see peace regained between the two groups
because of the perfidy of both nations." He hoped to avoid an open
war, "which would be difficult," but if war did break out between
the two tribes, the governor advocated a nonintervention policy.
However, the Ute-Comanche peace weathered this disruption,
and, for the most part, both tribes practiced friendly competition
throughout Concha's term as governor. The governor handled this
situation well, for he did not upset the precariously balanced
peace. 23
The Jicarillas did not cause the governor many problems. The
Comanches had driven the Jicarillas from Jicarilla Mountain into
an exposed position on the northeastern New Mexico frontier between the Apache-hating Comanches to the east and the Spanish
New Mexicans to the southwest. The exposed position of the Jicarillas predetermined their allegiance, for they depended almost entirely upon the Spaniards for their survival. Concha noted that
"the Jicarillas also do not have an interpreter assigned to them,
but as it is very much unusual to find anyone who cannot speak
some Castilian, it is not .difficult for one to understand them and to
clear up anything which may occur, without the necessity of that
kind of assistance."24
Like the Utes, the Jicarillas envied Comanche power as well as
the attention Spaniards paid them. At times Jicarillas joined Utes
to raid Comanche rancherias. Concha was responsible for returning stolen goods or animals to the Comanches and for restoring
peace between the tribes by reporting the incidents to Jicarilla and
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Ute leaders with the request that they punish offenders. Such
potentially dangerous infractions among the three groups occurred throughout his administration, but Concha maintained
good relations with and among the three tribes. 25 By diplomatically dispensing justice he kept the Indians peaceful and dependent on the Spaniards.
The Navajo nation to the west caused governor Concha a great
deal of concern. His predecessor had succeeded in bringing about
a truce, but had not really brought the Navajo into the Spanish
fold. The key to consolidating peace and alliance with the Navajos
involved gaining the friendship of Navajo Chief Antonio EI Pinto.
Although Spanish authorities recognized Chief Carlos as principal
chief of the Navajos, Antonio EI Pinto, a spirited and charismatic
leader, was more respected and influential.
Initially, Concha held a very low opinion of the Navajos. In the
fall of 1787 he chastised Chief Carlos for not living up to the
agreement made with Anza to furnish a monthly contingent of
warriors for use against Gila Apaches. 26 The old alliance between
Gilas and Navajos had not been fully broken, and many Navajos
joined Apaches on raids. Spanish officials suspected, in fact, that
EI Pinto had participated with Gila Apaches in raids on Janos and
Arispe in 1786. 27 Although EI Pinto denied the charges, officials
viewed him as the disruptive force in the Spanish-Navajo peace.
The Apaches sought to dissolve the Spanish-Navajo pact, and
royal officials became increasingly convinced that EI Pinto supported Apache aims. As a result, Commandant General Ugarte
ordered the arrest of the Navajo leader, and Governor Concha
reluctantly complied. The governor, closer to the situation and
more sensitive to the diplomatic ramifications of the arrest,
argued that no evidence existed to prove EI Pinto guilty of any
charges. Navajo leaders claimed, furthermore, that Antonio had
been arrested on the basis of rumors and urged Concha to free
him. The governor feared that detaining EI Pinto might endanger
the progress already made in securing the Navajo peace and questioned Ugarte's wisdom in the matter. 28
Ugarte relented and allowed Concha to use his judgment. While
incarcerated at Santa Fe, EI Pinto had behaved well, the Navajos
had adhered to the peace treaty, and EI Pinto and the governor
became friends. On 4 April 1788 Concha released the Navajo
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leader, and the two parted with expressions of "affection and
gratitude." In describing Antonio EI Pinto to Ugarte, Concha
wrote, "I believe to have made a faithful very useful ally who lives
near the lands of the enemy Apache, against whom you advise me
it is necessary to wage war with intensity. "29
Taking advantage of the opportunity, Governor Concha appointed one of his ablest officers, Lieutenant Vicente Troncoso, to
escort EI Pinto to his rancheda in the Cebolleta area. Concha's
choice for the assignment could not have been better. Already well
thought of by the Navajos, Troncoso took pains to solidify the new
friendship with EI Pinto and his people. He urged the Navajos to
follow Governor Concha's orders, to sever military and commercial ties with the Gila Apaches and to wage war against all
Apaches. Next, Troncoso told tribal members that beca~se of the
degree to which "they imitate[d] Spanish customs, dress, foods
and ways of doing things," they were better qualified than the
other Indians of the province for Spanish favor. The lieutenant
went further still to strengthen the alliance, urging stronger commercial ties betwen Spaniards and Navajos, stressing the fact that
Navajo woven goods were highly desired in Mexico. 30
In the summer of 1788, the governor fielded one of the most formidable expeditions ever sent against the Gila Apaches. Navajos
volunteered in great numbers for this expedition, but Concha retained only twenty of them in order to reduce costs. Commenting
in his diary, Concha noted: "I kept the well-known Antonio el
Pinto and nineteen of his family group which is composed of some
of the most vigorous individuals and best acquainted with the territory to which we are proceeding. "31
EI Pinto's presence on and contributions to this' expedition
accomplished the goal of separation of the Navajos and Gila
Apaches and cemented the Spanish-Navajo alliance. Later, in explaining this diplomatic achievement, Concha wrote to his successor that the Navajos' "origin is Apache, and as such they have
always been allied and united with the bands of this group which
inhabit the Sierra of Gila and Mimbres, destroying and assaulting
the provinces of New Mexico, Vizcaya, and Sonora, until the year
1788, when I attained their separation and also set them against
their former allies in such a manner that in the present time they
wage incessant war against them,"32
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By 1789, only two years after he took office, Governor Concha
had succeeded in consolidating peace and strengthening alliances
with the Navajos, Utes, Comanches, and Jicarillas. On 17 November 1789, he sent one of his periodic reports to Chihuahua and
Mexico City, citing the "excellent state of affairs with the four
friendly nations, Comanches, Utes, Navajos and Jiciuillas. They
continue to show the best joy, harmony, and consideration. Also,
trade and commerce continues to be good. "33 With this iinproved
situation, members of these four friendly nations frequently journeyed to Santa Fe to trade. Governor Concha took pains to see
that they received "the greatest attention to their entertainment
and gratification." However, even this situation demanded careful
attention and planning.
When several members of the peaceful tribes visited Santa Fe at
the same time, Concha entrusted some person with their maintenance and meals. For this, he credited each Indian with two reales
for each day spent in the city, stipulating that members of the different tribes were not to be lodged together. As soon as the Indians
prepared to return to their camps, they were given clothing,
orange paint, mirrors, knives, indigo, cigars, and other gifts. Importantly, the governor stressed that in these gifts the Comanches
were preferred, provided that they were not in attendance with
other tribes. If they were in Santa Fe while other tribes were present, distribution of these gifts was equal so that favoritism would
not result in jealousies.
Concha handed out these gifts himself, and while doing so commented on the merits and virtues of the individuals who were
receiving them. Gift distribution was performed with prudence
and economy, though it passed as munificence. Concha summarized this gift-giving diplomacy by stating: "Bearing in mind
that the good treatment and generosity in these expressions is the
principal axis upon which must revolve and has revolved in my
time the good harmony which has been preserved and must be
preserved with them."34
While the process of peace and alliance bore fruit with the four
friendly tribes, Concha concerned himself with other provisions of
Galvez's policy regarding reduction or extermination of hostile
Apaches. The governor implemented this policy to fit the situation
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in New Mexico. By 1789, continuous allied campaigns against
Apaches began to produce favorable results. Some groups solicited
peace, and Concha supplied them with trade goods and agricultural instruments. Although the governor did not take exception to
handing out food rations at presidios, he strongly advocated transforming Apaches into agrarians. Concha pressed his agrarian
policy on the viceroy: "Your excellency knows better than I that
this is the only way to achieve a lasting peace in all the Provincias
Internas. The natural. energy of the Apaches aided with
agricultural instruments and some livestock will permit them to
enjoy the advantages of a uniform, tranquil, and comfortable life,
in comparison to the one they now lead. "35
Despite putting continuous pressure on the Apaches during his
term as governor, Concha was not able to sustain military .
pressure long enough to eliminate all Apache resistance. As early
as 1787, nevertheless, some Apache groups sued for peace, even
though the Comanches opposed anything that resembled peace
with the Apaches. If the Spaniards admitted the Apaches to peace
in the province, the Comanches would have no one to fight. A contradiction arose in Galvez's program. He had ordered strict
adherence to the alliance and friendship with the Comanches,yet
if the Spaniards accepted Apache peace offerings, the Comanche
agreement would be jeopardized. 36 Commandant General Ugarte
solved the impasse for Concha, forbidding him to grant peace
with "Gila, Faroan, Mescalero, Lipiyane, Lipan, or any other"
Apache group.37 Ugarte believed that the Apaches had no intention of abiding by an agreement.
Viceroy Antonio Florez overruled Ugarte, ordering "the concession of Peace to the enemy Indians who solicit it. "38 Concha heartily agreed with Florez's dictum and encouraged Apache groups in
his province to seek peace. Although Ugarte's order that forbade
Concha to negotiate was still in effect, the governor embarked
upon his program for peace. In the fall of 1789, Concha proposed
several conditions for peace with Apaches, stressing that it would
cost the Royal Treasury virtually nothing.
Primarily, the Apaches had to promise not to attack any Spanish or allied Indian establishment in any of the northern provinces.
Also, they had to agree to a six-month truce period in which Con-
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cha would not attack them, unless they broke the truce. Finally, at
the end of two months, their captains were required to come to
Santa Fe to reaffirm the conditions of peace and report on their
tribal members who did notabide by the conditions of peace. Concha thought the six-month testing period would give Apaches
enough time to prove their good faith and to convince Commandant General Ugarte that total peace with all tribes in New Mexico was possible. 39
Ugarte reluctantly assented to Concha's program for peace, but
warned him not to attempt to make peace with eastern Apache
groups or to take any rash action that might endanger the province. In the fall of 1789, two Apache captains, whose rancherias
had suffered dozens of Spanish attacks, asked Concha for peace.
Concha quickly agreed, and the Apache captains told the governor they planned to call a council in the Gila-Sierra Blanca region
to d.iscuss, with other Apache leaders, a possible peace with the
Spaniards. 40
The initial testing period went well. To the end of the six-month
period the Apaches remained at peace. Another Apache group,
hearing of this arrangement, sent emissaries to Santa Fe to confer
with Concha. After hearing his proposals, this second group decided not to seek peace, for they had little confidence in the Spaniards. By mid-1790, however, these Apache chiefs began visiting
Santa Fe to trade, and by late summer, Concha had convinced
four leaders representing San Mateo, Sierras de Gila, Ladrones,
Magdalenas, Tecolote, Fray Cristobal, EI Cavallo, Robledo, and
Mimbres to accept a peace pact. 41
The Apache chiefs agreed to the seven-part treaty that drew military, social, and political concessions from them. Among the provisions, Apaches were to conserve peace and report any signs of
enemy intrusions to the nearest jurisdiction. Also, they had to join
the Spaniards in pursuit of aggressors and present themselves immediately when the governor called upon them. Concha even restricted their living space, ordering chiefs and their followers to
establish themselves along the Rio Grande between La Cebolla
and Socorro. The final stipulation of the agreement reflected
Concha's favorite recommendation. Upon settlement in their des-
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ignated areas, Apaches were to receive "all kinds of seeds and
workmen" so they could begin planting the following season. Concha noted: "In successive years implements which they need for
the undertaking will be supplied them, just as it is practiced with
the Navajos and Jicarillas, Apaches like themselves. "42
At least temporarily Concha's policy benefitted not only New
Mexico but also the contiguous provinces on the northern frontier.
By late 1790, he informed Commandant General Ugarte that the
Apaches in these newly formed settlements remained at peace and
were becoming confident of Spanish intentions. 43 In 1791 the
governor helped with their spring crop planting. Meanwhile, a
new commandant general, Pedro de Nava, arrived in Chihuahua.
Nava approved of Concha's work and encouraged him to continue. 44 He had little doubt that Concha could reduce all Apaches
to peace by the fall of 1791. 45
Concha next undertook the task of consolidating the peaceful
Apaches into one settlement. By the end of his term of office,
nearly 300 Apaches from the Natage, Faroan, Mimbres, and Gila
bands resided at Sabinal in the southern part of the province. Concha gave them weekly rations of corn and meat and allowed them
to leave the settlement to gather mescal. He even employed the
assistance of Spanish residents of Sabinal, who periodically aided
Apaches in their agricultural pursuits. In assessing his peace program with the Apaches, Concha indicated to his successor, Governor Fernando Chacon, "I managed to reduce and place in a
peaceful condition in the vicinity of Sabinal a large portion of the
Apache tribe. "46
During this period of balance-of-power diplomacy, physical
maladies increasingly hindered Concha. At least by 1791, he was
suffering from an irritating eye ailment. Twice he asked Viceroy
Revillagigedo for permission to go to the army hospital in Chihuahua, but the viceroy refused consent, fearing that Concha's
absence might be disruptive. By 1793, Concha's eyes were so
bothersome tha t Revillagigedo granted the governor permission to
travel south with the annual pack train to receive medical attention. He urged Concha not to be gone long for fear that an interim
commander might disturb the good peace that had been estab-
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lished. 47 With ailing eyes and broken health after six years of strenuous service Concha rode south with the pack train, never to
return.
In the summer of 1794, Don Fernando Chacon arrived in Santa
Fe and took over as governor of New Mexico. Viceroy Revillagigedo's fears of losing the peace Concha had established in New
Mexico were soon realized. Spanish-Apache relations deteriorated, and by late 1794, Apaches were deserting the Sabinal settlement. Governor Chacon could never bring the Apaches back to
Sabinal, nor could he reconsolidate the gains Concha had made
with the other tribes of the province. 48
Concha's accomplishments in Indian diplomacy and pacification of the province were attained within the guidelines of Spanish
colonial Indian policy. Three distinct factors influenced the direction of Concha's program: Bernardo de Galvez's plan of combining the offensive policy of Croix and the conciliatory program of
Jose de Galvez, Juan Bautista de Anza's successful policies and
methods, and his own predilections on how peace could be best
consolidated and maintained with the Indians of New Mexico.
Concha, like Bernardo de Galvez, realized that warfare alone
against the Apaches could not force them to surrender and live
peacefully. Galvez knew and Concha learned that the presidials
and militia were small in number, ill-trained and poorly equipped.
Concha ruefully described his situation in face of the Apache
threat: "The officers do not have other duties than making war
against the Apaches; and, because of the climate, this cannot be
carried on except during four months of the year, so they live in
complete comfort and almost total inaction. "49 Yet while Galvez
openly advocated the extermination of the Apaches, Concha
worked hard at realizing Galvez's other option, peace through
trade and a sedentary way of life. Peace, he thought, was surely
less expensive and more desirable than war.
Governor Concha successfully e~ecuted the Indian policy that
Viceroy Bernardo. de Galvez promulgated. Peace and alliances
with the Comanches, Utes, Navajos, and Jicarillas were continued
while Apaches were forced to seek peace and depend on the Spaniards. When intertribal squabbles arose, Concha administered justice and quickly relieved tensions. His successful execution of
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balance-of-power diplomacy gave New Mexico a brief period of
relative peace, prosperity, and growth. New Mexico's population
of Spaniards and mixed bloods grew from nearly 21,000 in 1786
to more than 34,000 in 1793, the highest rate of growth in the
province in any six-year period of Spanish colonial rule. 50 But
when Concha left the province in 1793, the season of peace, prosperity, and growth left with him. His imaginative implementation
of the Spanish Indian policy of conciliation neutralized vexing
problems, and much like his more famous predecessor, he won the
trust and respect of the Indians of the province. Though unfamiliar with New Mexico and its Indian problems at the outset of
his term, Concha proceeded' cautiously and made no blunders that
would jeopardize tenuous alliances. Despite poor health toward
the end of his term, he served loyally and effectively as governor of
a troubled province.
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"EL BORNES": LA TIERRA AMARILLA AND T. D. BURNS
ROBERT ]. TORREZ

THOUSANDS OF YOUNG MEN came west in the 1860s. Some came
to accept government appointments, while others came to escape
the consequences of an indiscretion with the law. The West as the
land of opportunity, however, attracted most of the newcomers;
their dreams of adventure, fame, and fortune held much more
promise than endless chores on unproductive farms or the grinding, hopeless poverty of the city.
Few who came west found the wealth and adventure they
dreamed of when they began their journey. Most simply became
hard-working, solid, productive citizens who blended into frontier
life, and history does not record their achievements. There was,
however, a group of special individuals who, through good fortune or special ability, acquired great fortunes, and rose above the
anonymity of their peers. Some of these men exercised power and
influence like that of a medieval lord.
Representative of the latter category is Thomas D. Burns, an important individual who for nearly half a century held sway over
the remote section of northern New Mexico known as la Tierra
Amarilla. J "EI Bornes," as he was known locally, is an example of
the men who, arriving in the Southwest in the 1860s and 1870s,
"each in their [sic] sphere contributed to the making of modern
New Mexico."2
During his half century in northern New Mexico, T. D. Burns influenced the development and direction of la Tierra Amarilla
more than any other individual. Yet, for all his enterprise and
activity, EI Bornes remains an obscure figure. He appears to have
been a prolific letter writer, but few survive except those he wrote
to newspapers of the period. His letters frequently appeared in
Santa Fe periodicals, which he served as a northern frontier
0028-6206/81/0400-0161 $1.50/0
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correspondent. He held several political offices; but little of his
official correspondence remains, and, although he owned business
interests, few of these records are extant. In short, Burns left little
documentation of his life; his story must be pieced together from
three short articles contemporaries wrote about him and a few
other references in scattered sources. 3
Thomas D. Burns was born 15 October 1844 in County Waterford, Ireland. His parents, William and Mary Burns, moved their
family to the United States in 1854 and lived in New York until
1859, when they moved to Whitewater, Wisconsin. 4 Soon after
their move, Thomas began to feel the attraction of the West. In
1860, in spite of parental opposition, he ran away, with the gold
fields of Pike's Peak his destination. 5
He began the journey with five dollars in his pocket. With that
he paid his fare to Janesville, Wisconsin, and bought several pamphlets on the treatment of horse diseases. He proceeded on foot to
Omaha, Nebraska, confident that by selling the pamphlets he
could finance the remainder of his trip. Along the way, he sold
them for twenty-five cents a copy or traded one for a meal. On one
occasion, he met a man with a very sick horse and sold him a pamphlet for five dollars. By the time he reached Omaha he had increased his stake to fourteen dollars, which enabled him to afford
transportation to Denver, Colorado, and then to the gold fields
near Boulder, where he arrived determined to "get a mine."6
In Boulder, he was befriended by a Mr. PeB, who taught young
Burns a valuable lesson. Pell had attempted to persuade his new
friend that prospecting for gold was not as easy as he thought. But
Thomas persisted, so Mr. Pell handed him a pick and shovel and
led him to a spot where he would find what he deserved if he dug
ten feet. After several hours of vigorous digging, his hands blistered and bleeding, Burns remembered Pell's smile as he had
handed him the tools. Realizing he had been fooled, Thomas gave
up his attempt to find quick wealth. Thereafter he realized that
"wealth came not for the asking, but as the result of earnest, persistent labor."7
He found work in Denver with J. Jackson and Company, a
wholesale grocery supply house, and worked there a year before a
fire destroyed the business. Then he may have been appointed
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United States Marshal and assigned to Fort Lyons, Colorado, in
charge of the sutler's store. Because the previous sutler at that post
was a suspected Confederate sympathizer, Thomas was ordered to
look after the Union Army goods and to examine all passing caravans and freight wagons for contraband materials. Later, he was
transferred to Fort Union, New Mexico, where he worked for a
year issuing commissary stores. No documentary evidence exists
of these assignments,8 and they would have been heavy assignments for a teenager; but eventually Burns developed close ties to
military authorities, ties that may have been cultivated from contact~ established in Burns's early years.
The move to Fort Union was his first contact with New Mexico.
While there, he learned Spanish and saved $700. When he was replaced at that post, he traveled to Santa Fe, bought a stock of
goods, and returned to open a story in Conejos, Colorado. His
business prospered when he began receiving contracts to supply
beef to the Army. Within a few months, he had cleared profits of
$8500, which he used to finance another venture that resulted in
disaster.
Early in 1865, Burns was awarded a contract to provide 700
cattle to the Army. Traveling to Denver, he bought the stock for
$35 a head, but on the return trip, the herd stampeded, and then a
severe snowstorm destroyed half of the cattle. These events
delayed him so that when he reached his destination, someone else
had filled the contract, and he was forced to sell the remaining
stock at a great loss. In an attempt to cover the losses of his
creditors, he sold the inventory of his store but was still $6000 in
debt. Giving his creditors promissory notes, Burns vowed to pay
every penny he owed. Eventually, he kept his word.
With an old mule as his only possession, he traveled to northern
New Mexico to see if he could recoup his fortune. Oral tradition
maintains that he arrived in Abiquiu in dire financial straits,9 a fitting beginning for a "rags to riches" story.
Residents of Abiquiu apparently accepted Burns and treated
him well. He accepted the hospitality of Barbara Montoya and
others who provided him food and clothes. 1o Impressed with the
Rio Arriba countryside and noting the availability of sheep, Burns
realized that here was the opportunity he hoped to find. He re-
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turned to Denver, seeking a backer who would provide him credit
for goods he could exchange for sheep in New Mexico. Securing
his backing, he bought $6000 in merchandise and returned to Abiquiu. But the person who agreed to buy the sheep did not keep his
word, and Burns was left with a stock of merchandise. He decided
to open a store in Los Ojos, located about forty miles north of Abiquiu and then the principal settlement in la Tierra Amarilla. He
was issued his first commercial license as a vifiatero (wine mer- .
chant) on 13 July 1865. 11 But his presence in la Tierra Amarilla
was not noted until 22 January 1866, when a Santa Fe newspaper
reported the Utes had stolen his mule. 12
When Burns arrived in la Tierra Amarilla, the villages of the
area-Los Ojos, La Puente, Los Brazos, Ensenada, and Las Nutritas-were maintaining a precarious coexistence with the Indians.
In 1832, la Tierra Amarilla had been granted to Manuel Martinez
and his followers, but Indians of the-region, particularly Utes of
the Capote and Wymenuche tribes, prevented-permanent settlements in the area. But in 1860 Congress confirmed the grant, and
settlers from the Abiquiu area entered la Tierra Amarilla in
strength, intent on staying. Utes and neighboring Navajos con------~
sidered the area their summer hunting ground, and their continued presence made stock raising difficult, if not dangerous. The
settlers found the lush pastures of la Tierra Amarilla too attractive
to pass up and risked life and limb to graze their flocks on the
mountains towering over the valleys of the Chama and Brazos
Rivers.
Those citizens of la Tierra Amarilla who thought they had the
most to lose tried to minimize the risk of livestock losses by agitating for strict government control of the Indians. As a partial
response to this pressure, the governor of the territory, Henry
Connelly, approved Burns's request that a militia company be organized to protect the area and on 8 February 1866 appointed
Burns as a captain in the company and named Jesus Maria Cordova and Justo Sandoval as his lieutenants. 13
Although Burns undertook this task with the same enthusiasm
that characterized his business ventures, a month after his appointment he wrote a desperate letter to General C. P. Cleaver,
commander of the Territorial Militia: "I have ordered some men
to do [militia] service and they have refused . . . ,so I made them
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serve by force but would like to know whether I can do it or not
before I go any further. . . ."14 General Cleaver's response is not
available, nor is it known whether Captain Burns had further
trouble convincing his militia company to serve. Spring brought,
however, a report of increased Indian depredations, and Burns's
biographers credit him with preventing the slaughter of the settlers by threatening the Indians with annihilation. IS
A government decision to send troops into the area also enhanced the safety of residents. When the troops arrived in la
Tierra Amarilla in November 1866, they found no Indians and immediately began to build winter quarters. Located about one and
a half miles south of Los Ojos on land that later belonged to the
Burns family,16 the post was named Camp Plummer and later renamed Fort Lowell. While the fort was under construction, Burns
applied for the position of post sutler, but lost the appointment to
Enrique Mercure, a rival merchant. Burns was later appointed
sutler in January 1869, when the commanding officer removed
Mercure from the position. Meanwhile, in January of 1868 Burns
was appointed Spanish interpreter for the post at a salary of fifty
dollars a month. Colonel Edward Moale, the commanding officer,
argued that this position was necessary because no one stationed
at the fort could "make himself understood to the Mexicans."17
Burns also submitted bids to supply beef to the troops, but his bids
were so high that he probably did not receive the contract.
Fort Lowell was abandoned in July 1869. Burns and others in
the area quickly voiced their objections to the closing of the post.
They petitioned the government, expressing their fear that "the
vicinity of Fort Lowell [would become] a battleground and the
people of that neighborhood [would] be victims of personal outrage and suffer the loss o[ all their stock."18 Fortunately, the
Indians remained relatively quiet for the next three years.
But the Capote Utes broke this lull in the spring of 1872. Once
again the government was asked to provide military protection.
When government response was slow, Burns traveled to Fort
Union to discuss the situation with the military authorities. Three
days after his visit, troops were ordered to proceed from Fort W ingate to la Tierra Amarilla; where they were to protect citizens
from the "encroachments and robberies of the Ute and other
Indians."19

T. D. Burns as a young man. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico.
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On 6 Maya "council" was held with Sobita, the Capote chief,
in Las Nutritas. The government representatives were First Lieutenant J. D. Stevenson and J. S. Armstrong, the U.S. Indian Agent
from the Ute Agency in Abiquiu. Burns continued his involvement
by accepting the task of Spanish interpreter. Tomas Chacon, a
local man familiar with the Ute language, was enlisted as the Ute
interpreter. 20
The council, held in a large room near the center of town,
quickly deteriorated when the Indians rejected all demands the
military made. Sobita, accompanied by about thirty "well
armed" warriors, broke off the meeting despite the efforts of Lt.
Stevenson and Agent Armstrong. The Utes retreated west and
were closely followed by twenty-five mounted troops under the
command of Stevenson. After a running exchange of insults and
threats, the Utes stopped a few hundred yards south of Los Ojos,
formed a "battle line" along the bluff leading down to the Chama
River, and engaged the troops in battle. After a twenty-minute exchange of gunfire the Utes escaped west of the Chama River. In a
letter to a Santa Fe newspaper, Burns later described the battle as
"an immense amount of shooting done to little effect,"21 which
resulted in only light casualties on both sides.
The skirmish and subsequent public pressure forced the Indian
Department to move the Ute Agency from Abiquiu to Las Nutritas, where it remained until 1881. The agency was located across
the street from the present-day Rio Arriba County Courthouse in
buildings rented from Burns for $200 a year. One of the buildings
had a large window at each end where the Ute and Jicarilla assigned to Las Nutritas in 1876 received their annuity goods at
their respective locations with minimal conflict. 22 Situated adjacent to the agency buildings, Burns's store did a large volume of
business with the Indians. He sold various supplies and up to fifty
thousand pounds of beef each year to the agency. 23
Burns's economic circumstances improved markedly in the
decade following the abandonment of Fort Lowell. The value of
his stock was modestly listed as $420 in 1869 when he received a
license as comerciante and viiiatero. By 1872 his license as a
comerciante and tendejonero enumerated his holdings as
$20,000. 24 His store in Los Ojos expanded to include a branch in
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Las Nutritas, and by 1881 he opened another in Chama. 25 So extensive was its stock that the store at Las Nutritas was once described as a "Mecca" to area traders. 26 Stores in Canjilon, Blanco,
and Ignacio were still to come, as were extensive land holdings in
both the Tierra Amarilla and Canon de Chama Land Grants. By
1895 his flocks of sheep were estimated at more than 40,000 head.
These sheep and several thousand head of cattle kept dozens of
peones employed, many of them under the partido system. His
land holdings also yielded annually 600 to 1000 tons of hay.
During this period, Burns consolidated his power and became
one of the most influential men in Rio Arriba. In 1876, when the
budget of the agency at Las Nutritas was announced for the first
quarter of the year, the agent argued that the amount allocated
was inadequate for the needs of the agency and enlisted Burns's
assistance in the matter. Burns wrote to the governor of Colorado
expressing his concern and announced that he was going to Santa
Fe with the agent to "see what influences could be brought to
bear. "27 Within two weeks, the Secretary of the Interior ordered a
supplemental appropriation of $10,000. 28 These actions gained
Burns a reputation as a man of large influence, although he was
but thirty-two years old. In later years he was bluntly described as
"the ruler of, not only the . . . Tierra Amarilla, but also the boss
of the county. What Don Tomas wanted, he gOt."29
Although Burns was an avid Republican, he never hesitated "to
express an opinion different ,from party opinions if he believed
. . . [an issue] to be inimical to the best interests of state or nation." Because Burns gained the confidence of people in his area,
he served in several appointive and elective offices. A member of
the Republican Central Committee, he served several terms as Rio
Arriba County Commissioner and Treasurer, five terms in the Territorial Senate, was a member of the State Constitutional Convention, and served a term in the State Senate. 30 Failing health forced
him to resign his seat in the Senate in 1915, but Governor William
C. McDonald persuaded him to return to serve the balance of that
year's session. 31
Other members of the Burns family moved west to join T. D. in
New Mexico, and several of his brothers and cousins, in addition
to assisting him in his business affairs, were elected to local offices.
One brother, William, managed the store in Los Ojos and worked
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as Spanish interpreter at the Indian Agency. J. A. Russell, one of
the agents, complained that William was doing both jobs at the
same time by subcontracting his duties at the agency, and doing
all that was required of him, "tho [sic] not by him in person."32
Later, William was elected sheriff and served in that capacity until his death in 1891, at the age of forty. His successor was another
brother, John F., who was chief deputy at the time of William's
death. 33
In addition to his mercantile interests, Burns acquired Trimble
Springs, a resort located a few miles south of Durango, Colorado.
In 1882, he built there a "fine hotel" with bath houses and landscaped the surroundings with shade trees, lawns, and gardens,
"making it a lovely quiet retreat for invalids."34 The resort was a
popular place during the 1880s and 1890s, and its "medicinal"
waters gained a reputation as the finest in southern Colorado. In
1883, the Burns family allegedly refused an offer of $75,000 for
the resort, "so remarkable were its curative properties."35 Burns
later established the Burns National Bank in Durango and served
as its president and principal stockholder.
Although Burns was an active businessman and politician, he
was also much involved in family activities. In 1872, he married
Josefa Gallegos, daughter of Jose Pablo Gallegos, a rich and influential politico from Abiquiu, in a ceremony performed by
Bishop Jean B. Lamy.36 This union undoubtedly did much to enhance Burns's political and business interests, but, contrary to
popular belief, he did not become rich as a direct result of this
union. Before his marriage, he was already a relatively wealthy
young man. The couple set up their home in Las Nutritas in a
large, sprawling building adjoining his store. It was built "like an
up-te-date Pullman train, with cozy rooms leading into a corridor.
. . . Blankets, rich in color of the good old Indian days greet[ed]
your eye and open fires addled] to the cozy, country air. . . ."
Burns also owned the nearby dance hall, which was probably the
most popular building in town; it was a "fine structure with a
polished, hardwood floor, smooth as glass and on which the baiZes
•
. . . [ were ] gIven.
. . ."37
The Burns' family home provided the finest "southern hospitality."38 The family delighted "in entertaining, and their home during the summer [was] generally filled with guests," including
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General Philip Sheridan among other distinguished visitors.
General Sheridan and Burns met while the general was on an inspection tour of the territory, and they became close friends. They
exchanged frequent visits at their homes in Chicago and Las
Nutritas. 39 The general reportedly gave his Irish friend a pair of
dueling pistols, which disappeared when T. D. Burns III died in
1958. 40
The 1880 census shows that the Burns household included five
children, Mary, Maggie, Ellen, Tomas, and Kasie Wilkie, listed as
an adopted daughter. Also residing in the home were Burns's
sister, Margaret Sergeant, and her children, William, John,
Tomas, and Edward; T. W. Roberts, John Riley and Juan Gutierrez, servants and teamsters; Alfonse Romere of New Orleans,
cook; and Eulalia Montoya, nurse. 41 Dona Josefa presided over her
family, guests, and servants "with that gentle dignity which indicates culture and good breeding. "42
From the mid-1880s until his death, Burns apparently delegated
many of his business responsibilities to members of his family and
other trusted employees and devoted more of his time to politics
and travel. In the spring of 1890, for example, he traveled and
vacationed three months in southern California,43 and he and
Dona Josefa spent several of his last winters in Mexico. 44
Burns demonstrated numerous capabilities that made him one
of the wealthiest and most powerful figures in New Mexico. He
made significant contributions to the development of railroad and
lumber industries, and his impact on commerce, ranching, banking, and politics was considerable. He was by report a generous
man highly supportive of his church and numerous charities. 45 He
also believed in the importance of education. But in spite of these
qualities and achievements, Burns is seldom remembered with
affection in la Tierra Amarilla. The specter of his involvement in
the loss of the Tierra Amarilla Land Grant seems to overshadow
his positive influence in the region.
Shortly after Burns arrived in Abiquiu in 1865, he wrote to
Santa Fe and asked for copies of documents dealing with the
Tierra Amarilla Land Grant. As previously noted, land was
granted to Manuel Martinez in 1832 and confirmed by the U.S.
Congress in 1860. In 1865, Francisco, Manuel's son, was administering the grant. Burns began purchasing portions of the grant
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from the various heirs. In one month he purchased up to 42,000
acres. 46 Local tradition maintains that Burns and Thomas B.
Catron, the eventual owner of the entire grant, worked together in
making these purchases. Both men were strong Republicans, although not always political allies. For example, in 1896 in the
delegate selection for the Republican National Convention, Burns
voted for Solomon Luna to replace Catron as national committeeman. 41 But Catron and Burns did have business dealings. For
more than a decade Catron received lumber royalties from the
Burns/Briggs Lumber Company. During these years royalties were
credited to Burns to payoff loans he made to Catron. 48 Promissory
notes from Catron to Burns, totaling $22,500 in 1905,49 showed
that T. D. had cash, a commodity in short supply. However, aside
from a document in the Catron Papers listing thirty-eight pieces of
land that Burns acquired from heirs of the Tierra Amarilla
Grant,50 he seems to have worked alone in purchasing land.
Burns acquired land by various methods. Aside from direct purchases, which can be verified in a cursory scan of Rio Arriba
County records in the County Clerk's Office in Tierra Amarilla,
he also acquired parcels of land in payment for debts. He extended
credit to people, and, when they were unable to pay the debt,
Burns accepted land in full or partial payment. 51 These transfers
were numerous enough to leave a strong memory of them in the
oral traditions of the area. Yet these transactions were not illegal
and, for the economic circumstances of the time, not even
unusual. Individual plots obtained in this manner, while not
worthless, may have been too small to be useful in any large-scale
land scheme and may have been more trouble than benefit to
Burns.
Oral tradition also insists that Burns was involved in large-scale
destruction of ijuelas, the individual deeds Francisco Martinez
gave those who settled the Tierra Amarilla Grant and who stayed
the three years required to become land owners. It is alleged that
Burns gathered these ijuelas from local people ostensibly for safekeeping. The documents then mysteriously disappeared,52 enabling Burns to gain possession of these lands.
Though contemporary residents of la Tierra Amarilla speak of
Burns's complicity in land scandals, documentary evidence
neither denies nor confirms the role he may have played in the
I
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Tierra Amarilla Land Grant. Defenders of Burns can point out
that any wrongdoing on his part would have shown up in the considerable research undertaken on the land grant, but detractors
might just as easily point out that the lack of documentation is too
obvious for someone that close to the circumstances. Although his
contemporaries had a high regard for Burns, his memory is now
clouded because people do not forget the loss of their land. These
disappointments, and circumstantial evidence, have led some to
a'ssign "El Bornes" a suspicious, if not wholly negative, role in the
history of la Tierra Amarilla.
Whatever 'one concludes about his involvement in the Tierra
Amarilla Land Grant, T. D. Burns remains an important person in
the history of the area. He pioneered in the economic development
of the region,53 played an important role in relations with local Indians, and took an active part in the state's political affairs. No
study of northern New Mexico during its territorial days would be
complete without him.

NOTES
I. In a historical sense, and for the purpose of this article, la Tierra Amarilla
will refer to the collective villages of Los Ojos, Los Brazos, La Puente, Ensenada,
Las Nutritas, and the general area of the Tierra Amarilla Land Grant, not to the
present-day village of that name. Tierra Amarilla was Las Nutritas until a
legislative act in 1880 changed its name.
2. "Necrology," Old Santa Fe 3 (April 1916): 180.
3. The first of these, An Illustrated History of New Mexico (Chicago: The
Lewis Publishing Company, 1895), p. 645, is the most comprehensive and appears to be the basis for the two that followed. His obituary (see note 2 above),
and a subsequent note in Ralph Emerson Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New
Mexico History,S vols. (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: The Torch Press, 1910, 5: 114, are
basically reprints and updated versions of the 1895 article. T. D. Burns III may
have collected a large number of his grandfather's papers and placed them in
storage in the Burns store in Tierra Amarilla. When the younger Burns died in
1958, these documents, some of which were said to date to the 1700s, disappeared. Interview with Mary Louise Quarles, granddaughter of T. D. Burns, 21
September 1971; and Mary Burns Blain, widow of T. D. Burns III, to author, I
November 1971. Additionally, the Burns store was recently razed and with it
were destroyed what may have been the most complete collection of mercantile
records accumulated in the history of the area. (See the T. D. Burns Mercantile
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Papers Inventory, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives (SRCA), Santa
Fe, New Mexico.)
4. General information on Mr. Burns's life is heavily indebted to the sources
listed in note 3.
5. Undated newspaper article, "Contemporary New Mexicans: T. D. 'Burns,"
L. Bradford Prince Papers, SRCA.
6. Illustrated History of New Mexico, p. 646.
7. Illustrated History of New Mexico, p. 646.
8. A search of the following sources revealed no evidence of Burns in these
capacities: Post Returns, Fort Lyons, Colorado Territory, 1860-69, Returns
from United States Military Posts, 1800-1916, Department of War, Other
Records, Record Group (RG) 109, National Archives Microfilm Publication (NA)
M617, roll 659; Larry D. Ball, "The Office of the U.S. Marshall in Arizona and
New Mexico Territories, 1851-)912" (Ph.D. thesis, University of Colorado,
1970); Charles E. Calvert, u.s. Marshals, Territory and State District of Colorado, 1861-1958, (n.p., 1958), Chris Emmet, "Fort Union, New Mexico"
(Manuscript, New Mexico Highlands University [NMHU], Las Vegas, New Mexico), and Guide, Arrott Collection, NMHU. A search of the newspaper indexes at
the Denver Public Library under the heading "Fort Lyon Staff" and "U.S. Marshals" revealed nothing about Burns.
9. Interview with Samuel and Bernardo Sanchez, grandchildren of Bernardo
Sanchez, one of the first permanent settlers of la Tierra Amarilla, 21 September
1971. This interview, as well as those with other residents of la Tierra Amarilla,
was conducted in Spanish. English translations are given here. "This man
arrived here very poor." Interview with Lucas Martinez, a lifelong (1891-1975)
resident of Los Ojos, N.M., 26 September 1971. "He was supposed to have come
here extremely poor."
10. Interview with Samuel and Bernardo Sanchez, 21 September 1971. "Barbara Montoya, our grandmother, said . . . she made his clothes from sackcloth. She clothed him from head to foot. He stayed at our grandmother's house
in Abiquiu."
II. License Tax Records, Rio Arriba County, 1854-1895, SRCA.
12. A. H. Pfeiffer to Cyrus DeForest, 22 January 1866, New Mexico Superintendency 1849-80, Letters Received 1824-80, Records of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, RG 75, NA M234, roll 562.
13. Governor's Executive Record, 8 February 1866, SRCA.
14. T. D. Burns to C. P. Cleaver, 26 March 1866, Adjunct General Files,
SRCA.
15. Illustrated History of New Mexico, p. 647.
16. Robert J. Torrez, "EI Campo: Forgotten Sentinel of the Tierra Amarilla"
(Master's thesis, NMHU, 1973).
17. No prior need existed for an interpreter because the initial garrison,
replaced in late 1867 by regular U.S. Army troops, was a company of New Mexico volunteers, a largely native contingent.
18. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, 6 July 1869.
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19. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, 4 April 1872.
20. Robert J. Torrez, "The Ute and Jicarilla Agency at Tierra Amarilla" (unpublished manuscript, July 1976, in possession of author).
21. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, 17 May 1872.
22. Interview with Quarles, 21 September 1971.
23. Rent vouchers, 1872-1874, NA M234, roll 562.
24. License Tax Records, Rio Arriba County, 1854-1895, SRCA. In this context tendejonero (storekeeper) probably would indicate that a large volume of
his business was in traditional store goods.. A comerciante would be more of a
trader or merchant.
25. Illustrated History of New Mexico, p. 649. McKenney's Business Directory of 1882-1883 (Oakland, Calif.: Pacific Press, n.d.), lists only the Los Ojos
and Co., which was managed by William F. Burns.
26. Santa Fe New Mexican, 4 December 1911.
27. T. D. Burns to Governor of Colorado, 12 March 1876, NA M234, roll
567.
28. L. Chandler to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 28 March 1876, NA
M234, roll 566.
29. Art Daggett, "Tales from the Past," Chama Nora News, August 1958.
30. Twitchell, Leading Facts,S: 115-16.
31. "Necrology," p. 179.
32. J. A. Russell to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 13 November 1875, NA
M234, roll 564.
33. Santa Fe New Mexican, 14 December 1891.
34. Frank Hall, History of the State of Colorado, 4 vols. (Chicago: The Blakely
Printing Company, 1895),4: 179.
35. "Place Names in Colorado," Colorado Magazine 20 (January 1943): 31.
36. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, 14 November 1872.
37. Santa Fe New Mexican, 4 December 1911.
38. Twitchell, Leading Facts, 5: 115.
39. Illustrated History of New Mexico, p. 647.
40. Interview with Quarles, 21 September 1971.
41. U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Tenth United
States Census, 1880, New Mexico: Rio Arriba, Mora, and San Miguel Counties.
42. Illustrated History of New Mexico, p. 647.
43. Espanola Rio Grande Sun, "Historical Edition," Summer 1962.
44. Twitchell, Leading Facts,S: 116.
45. A different view is presented by Jose Maestas, a lifelong resident of
Monero, N.M., in an interview done by La Clinica Settlement Project, 18
November 1976. "T. D. Burns controlled all the Tierra Amarilla . . . and what
he said was it; [he] went against the grain and the rights of the poor. . . . [Burns
and others] were men with cold hearts, brutal men. They had no sympathy
towards the poor. . . . [Burns] was the most unjust man in the world when it
came to salaries, selfish. . . ."
46. Illustrated History of New Mexico, p. 646.
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47. Mary Elizabeth Sluga, "The Political Life of Thomas Benton Catron"
(Master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1941),pp. 16-17.
48. Thomas B. Catron Papers, archive 29, sect. 305, box 6, folder 4, University of New Mexico Library, Special Collections Department, Albuquerque
(UNM-SC).
49. Catron Papers, box 7, folder 1, UNM-SC.
50. Catron Papers, box 6, folder 1, UNM-SC.
51. Interview with Lucas Martinez, 26 September 1971. "Some people owed
him money and paid with property. Little by little he took them over or bought
them out very cheap."
52. Interview with Sanchez brothers, 26 September 1971. "Truthfully speaking, probably Burns and others stole all this. All the documents are gone. Only a
few ijuelas remain. These documents were gathered by Burns. . . . 1was told he
gathered these documents and they were lost."
53. Another school of thought holds that developments in commercial ranching, timber, and the railroad in the area were not necessarily positive influences.
Whether or not progress is inevitable, the involvement of Burns and his contemporaries in these activities hastened the change of an agrarian barter economy
based on ownership of livestock to a money economy based on wages and ownership of property. The loss of the land grant and subsequent fencing of lands that
were commonly used by the native population made these same people heavily
dependent on jobs directly provided or indirectly controlled by patrones like
Burns.

CONFERENCE NEWS
THE NEW MEXICO ASSOCIATION OF MUSEUMS will hold its annual meeting in Silver City 24 and 25 April 1981. The program will include sessions on museum publicity, the use of computers in museums, historic
preservation in Silver City, and the depiction of Native Americans in
museums. For registration information, contact Thomas Chavez,
Museum of New Mexico, P.O. Box 2087, Santa Fe,New Mexico, 87503.
THE SOUTHWESTERN LABOR STUDIES ASSOCIATION will be holding its
seventh annual conference at the University of New Mexico on 1 and 2
May 1981. For information on the meeting, contact Robert Kern,
Department of History, UNM, 87131 or phone 505/277-2451.
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MExICO will hold its next annual
meeting jointly with Arizona, April 1982, in Santa Fe. Paper/session proposals are now being accepted. All inquiries should be directed to
Thomas E. Chavez, Chairman, Conference Committee, P.O. Box 5819,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, 87502.

OUTPOST OF THE COOPERATIVE COMMONWEALTH:
THE HISTOR Y OF THE LLANO DEL RIO COLONY IN
GILA, NEW MEXICO, 1932-1935

JAMES K. MORRIS

BETWEEN 1932 AND 1935, practitioners of the cooperative ideal,
occupying a nineteenth century hacienda in Gila, New Mexico,
lived and worked while the Depression continued to swell the nation's bread lines. The men and the women were, for the most
part, veterans of a successful cooperative community located in
western Louisiana, known as Newllano. The Gila colony was intended to one day support one thousand colonists and be one in a
chain of colonies stretching across the United States. The Gila unit
was the only one in the scheme to have been settled.
Newllano, according to historian Paul Conkin, "was the last
and by far the largest of the colonies inspired by the dream of the
cooperative commonwealth."J Established during the second
wave of utopian settlements, prompted by the ideas of men such as
Edward Bellamy and Laurence Gronlund, Newllano represented
the best attempt at secular communitarianism in America. The
main colony lasted for almost twenty-five years, considerably
longer than any other similar experiment in cooperative living.
Originally, the community was founded in California by Job
Harriman, a prominent western socialist. An Indiana native,
Harriman began his adult life as a Christian minister. He soon
turned to law and opened a practice in California. In the early
1890s, he joined one of the many branches of the Nationalist
movement that sprang up after the publication of Edward
Bellamy's utopian novel, Looking Backward. In 1900, as the
socialists made their first hesitant steps toward becoming a
political party, Harriman was chosen to share the national ticket
0028-6206/81/0400-0177 $1. 90/0
©Regents, University of New Mexico
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with a fellow Hoosier, Eugene V. Debs. Eleven years later, Harriman was seemingly on the verge of becoming the first socialist
mayor of Los Angeles. The McNamara brothers had just been accused of bombing the Los Angeles Times building during a series
of labor disputes. Their proclaimed innocence had united labor
and liberal factions of the city. Harriman and Clarence Darrow
served as the defense for the accused. As a result, Harriman was,
by contemporary accounts, riding the crest of popular opinion
that was going to sweep him into office, having already vindicated
the brothers. Five days before the election, the McNamaras confessed and Harriman lost.
Faced with defeat when at long last victory had seemed all but
assured, Harriman gave up his quest for elective office and instead
turned to other ideas. He wrote:
I was so impressed with the fact that the movement must have an
economic foundation that I. turned my attention to the study of
means by which we could lay some such foundation, even tho [sic)
it be a small one as well as an experimental one. After .two or three
years, I decided to try to establish a cooperative colony. 2

Harriman established the colony forty-five miles from Los
Angeles at the mouth of the Big Rock Creek. He choose a public
corporation as the best legal structure for the new community.
The Llano del Rio (Land by the River) corporation was chartered
in Nevada because of the state's liberal corporate laws. In 1913,
Harriman and his partners began to sell shares of the new corporation, and on May Day 1914 the Llano colony was officially
opened. By 1917 the colony reached its largest population, nearly
one thousand. 3
The colony also experienced its first significant crisis in 1917. In
its first three years, Llano had rarely been able to pay the promised wage of four dollars a day, and the rough terrain of the valley
had caused many to give up. Another group purchased adjoining
land and sued for the water rights. When the courts ruled against
the colony, Harriman decided to start over elsewhere. He secured
20,000 acres of cutover land in Louisiana from the Gulf Lumber
Company of St. Louis, Missouri.
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In October of 1917, approximately two-hundred diehards
moved across the country to try once again. Initially, the colony
enjoyed limited success in the lumber town, which they renamed
Newllano. Disputes arose, however, over colony policies. After six
years of discord, a special election was held, and in 1924 George
Pickett gained control of the colony.
Pickett had joined the community when it was in California.
Soon after joining, he became an agent for the colony, traveling
around the country drumming up new members. From his election as leader of the community until its demise, Newllano
reflected the ideas of Pickett. In the meantime, Harriman's health
failed, and he returned to California in 1924. Before he died a year
later, he wrote:
The purpose of all this was to show that a community could live
together in harmony, produce its own living . . . [and] build an institution or a colony that would have the vision and a value beyond
mere welfare of the individuals in the colony, and would become a
matter of large social· interest, teaching the possibilities of community life.'

o

Although Llano began primarily with the efforts of socialists, by
the 19205 that purpose had begun to change. Cooperation was increasingly stressed, while the ideals of socialism fell by the wayside. One of the reasons socialism at Newllano waned was that
after Pickett's election, the colony lost many of its most active and.
prominent socialists. Kate Richards O'Hare, for instance, left soon
after 1924. She, along with her husband, published the National
Ripsaw andthe American Vanguard. Next to Debs, she was considered one of the most popular orators at southwestern socialist
encampments. 5
During most of the short life of the Gila colony, R. V. Shoemaker
served as manager. Shoemaker first heard about Newllano while
serving as county organizer for the Progressive-Socialist party in
his native Missouri. Faced with the difficulties of farming in the
mid-1920s and hoping that his children would find more suitable
work if they had vocational training, Shoemaker asked advice of
Will Garver, head of the Missouri Socialist party. Garver sent
him a copy of The Colonist, the newspaper of Newllano, which
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Shoemaker subscribed to for the following year. In 1926, he and
his family moved to the Louisiana community and the better life it
promised.
George Pickett was eager to expand Newllano beyond the confines of its Louisiana site. In 1932 he launched what Conkin calls
"a long-awaited policy of expansion." But this policy, explains
Conkin, "coming at a time of greatest financial weakness, did
more than anyone thing to destroy the parent colony, and was the
most fatal managerial decision ever made by Pickett." There is
some evidence, suggests Conkin, that Pickett may have been
guided by the belief that the economy was near collapse and that
his obligations would therefore never have to be repaid. 6 The
colony obtained a citrus farm near Fremont, Texas, and a plantation in Terrebone Parish, Louisiana. But Newllano's expansion
program was tried on a full scale only in Gila.
Through Roy Graves, who had been in and around New Mexico
in the two years since he left Newllano, Pickett learned of a ranch
in southwest New Mexico, which could be assumed "without the
payment of a dollar down."7 "I would call it 'Co-operators'
Paradise,''' wrote Graves. 8 The ranch was complete with
machinery, horses, cattle, hogs, a creamery and cheese factory, ice
and cold storage plant, and hundreds of acres in field and garden
crops. Anna Loutrel, who lived in Newllano, remembered later
that Pickett was particularly interested in Gila because crops
"such as apples, Irish potatoes and wheat did exceptionally well
there but not in the Louisiana area."9 In fact, Pickett told the
weekly meeting at Newllano in September of 1932 that the gathering of food was the biggest problem facing the colony that winter.
As one report of the meeting noted: "Pickett talked forcefully of
the advantages of small groups getting together and solving their
own problems by producing and exchanging. "10
The ranch, located in the small town of Gila in Grant County,
was all that remained of the once-powerful LC Ranch, named for
Thomas Lyons and Angus Campbell. At its height in the 1890s,
the LC Ranch controlled nearly a million acres of ra,nge land,
carrying 60,000 head of cattle, employing 100 wagons, 750 riding horses, 400 work horses, 75 cowboys in season, and 100 Mexican workers from Chihuahua to tend the fields. 1I The original
portion of the twenty-five-room hacienda was built in 1848. The
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next owner, Thomas Lyons, gained many enemies in the process
of expanding the ranch. In 1917, one of them assassinated him
during a trip to EI Paso. After his death the ranch collapsed. The
remaining 3500 acres of the ranch fell into the hands of J. D. Armstrong of St. Paul, Minnesota. But another interested person,
Julian M. Bassett, contracted to buy the ranch, although he was
willing to assign his contract soon after agreeing to buy the property.
Bassett had lived in Crosbytown, Texas (thirty-five miles east of
Lubbock), and then in Sanderson, Texas, before moving to Gila.
Dorothy Coffey, whose h\.lsband was foreman on the ranch, recalls Bassett had a partner from Texas who gave him the money to
make the purchase. But Coffey also claimed Bassett used the funds
as payment for other properties, perhaps explaining why he was
willing to assign his contract to the colonists and prepare the way
for Pickett's purchase of the Gila Ranch.
Pickett's first trip to Gila in the fall of 1932 resulted in a frontpage story in the 8 November Silver City Independent that read:
"Golden Rule Cult of Louisiana May Buy Bassett Ranch." The
article described the "cult's" goal as happiness, "insofar as it can
be attained on earth." The members, explained the paper, "profess no denominational faith, but endeavor to put into practice the
golden rule within its jurisdiction, and in its relations with the outside world. They do not seek primarily to accumulate money,although they have been very successful in their temporal a(fairs."
The source for this description is unclear, but since later editions
. of the town's papers printed extracts of The Colonist, the statement may have come from Newllano itself. An old colony song,
for example, included the following verse:

a

Money slavery abolish for all eternity
The Golden Rule be practice of all humanity
For Llano's marching on. 12
The colony had until February of 1933 to buy the ranch. But as
of November 1932, colonists were already on the ranch, readying
it for others slated to arrive in the spring. According to a letter
from Hope Swenson, a member of the Gila colony, the Bassetts
and at least six colonists spent Christmas together on the ranch,
after baling the last of the fall hay and conducting many repairs. 13

Sce"e til Gila U"il

Romantic conception of the Gila colony. Courtesy of author.
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The Colonist city editor, Robert Williams, wrote that the proposal put forth by Pickett to buy the ranch "thrilled the crowd" at
Newllano's weekly meeting. Pickett launched a campaign through
The Colonist to raise money. In January, the headline of the newspaper read: "It's Gila Now or Never." The colonists must "get
busier than ever and see that the necessary money is in the colony
to take the ranch over by the first of the month," Pickett told the
weekly meeting. 14
Pickett saw the Gila unit as "another step toward reaching the
Pacific Coast and contacting with the thousands of co-operators
who are reaching toward us." With a few more opportunities like
Gila, wrote Pickett, "we will have a chain of producing cooperative communities across the country working with each
other and supplementing each other in supplying the necessities of
life and exchanging upon a basis of COSt."IS (An additional New
Mexico colony in Magdalena was considered, but never attempted.)
In early March the Silver City Enterprise reported the sale of the
ranch to the colony. Answering a reporter's query, Pickett described Newllano as "not a religious or political plan but a cooperative scheme to solve the economic problems." 16
Pickett agreed to buy the ranch for $65,000 including the
assumption of Bassett's $35,000 mortgage. According to the
agreement of 21 February, $12,000 of the total was designated for
a chattel mortgage to the J. D. Armstrongs, $4,000 of which was
to be paid within five months, the remainder within nine. To pay
off the remaining $53,000, the colony agreed to make two $5,000
payments in 1934 and the balance in $4,500 installments, due
every February. The agreement also gave the Armstrongs the right
to sell 200 acres at any time for no less than $12,000. The credit of
any such sale would be applied toward the final payment. As collateral, Pickett put up· 800 acres of rice lands in Louisiana. Finally; the agreement gave the Armstrongs the right to sell land if
the colony failed to live up to the contract. 17
, Pickett overstretched the colony's assets in agreeing to take on
the Gila ranch. Mrs. Chester Peecher, who lived in Newllano from
1930 until its demise, told historian Bill Murrah:

I ~·t,

~", :

::',
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"They weren't making enough here in this colony to take care of
the people here without all this expansion, you see. If he had stayed
here and took care of this one until he got it going and then go out
and buy another one, then okay, but he didn't do that."18

At first Pickett brought Dick Brannon and three couples to manage the Gila unit. In addition, R. V. Shoemaker, who had given
Pickett some money for the Gila ranch from a mortgage he held on
his Missouri farm, wanted to join the new unit. In March of 1933,
Shoemaker, his family, and thirteen others moved from Newllano
to Gila.
According to several residents of the town of Gila, the colonists
were well received when they came. Dorothy Coffey, who lived up
the road from the ranch, recalled that at first the colonists went
about distributing pamphlets. Many of the town's residents were
favorably impressed with the colony and its ideas. Although Gila
was spared the worst of the Depression, any effort that supported
and fed people was probably looked upon favorably.
Soon after the colonists took over the ranch they fell behind in
their obligations. Unable to make the first payment of $3,000,
Pickett travelled to Minneapolis in March to work out an alternate
arrangement with the bankers. Soon after he arrived, he wired the
colonists a short message: "Gila is ours!" Pickett may have cleared
the first payment by giving the bank the colony's entire rice crop
for 1933. 19 Later, the value of that crop would be disputed when
the colonists claimed it was worth in excess of $12,000. Pickett
apparently also concluded a deal with Bassett putting off any payment to him for the $35,000 mortgage he held on the ranch. What
Pickett offered in return is not clear, but he may have tendered a
share in the oil-drilling enterprises of the colony.20 The Gila colonists were concerned about Pickett's deals. Dick Brannon, who
later left the ranch because of his wife's health, wrote, "I feel
that we at Gila should know the particulars about the arrangement that you [Pickett] made with Bassett." His concern about
Bassett's trustworthiness was not masked: "I don't trust that old
'buzzard'; I think the sooner we can get the decks cleared of him
the better. He will cause us trouble if he can."21
After March, Pickett went on a lecture tour to drum up support
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for the Gila unit, and a council of Dick Brannon, Harold Kemp,
Clyde Swenson, Hope Swenson, and Chester Page was elected to
run the ranch. In the spring the colonists planted their crops, but
concern soon arose about the July payment. "It is unthinkable,"
wrote Brannon in June, "that the movement should let it [Gila] slip
through its fingers. "22
When Brannon and his wife ieft the ranch in October, Shoemaker took over the unit. Brannon, apparently with no objections
from the council, simply appointed Shoemaker manager. Soon
after Shoemaker assumed his new duties, Charley Royall, the attorney for the St. Paul bank, came to the ranch. Royall, says
Shoemaker, told him, "You people out there haven't a chance, for
by Mr. Pickett assuming Bassett's obligations they will be showing
up from now on. "23 This statement may have been apocryppal,
but it is clear the colony had gotten in over its head financially. A
few of the first arrivals came to this conclusion and left to seek
employment elsewhere.
Meanwhile, the Louisiana colony was badly in need of the
things that Gila could furnish. In return, Newllano was to supply
Gila with building material. A. James McDonald, an opponent of
Pickett, wrote in his account of Llano: "Three heavy trucks were
kept steadily on the job of hauling machinery, tools, poultry and
supplies from Llano to Gila, 1,130 miles, at a cost for upkeep,
repair and depreciation of the trucks of probably half the value of
the goods sent. "24 Shoemaker claims McDonald exaggerated. In
fact, according to Shoemaker, the colony received only lumber
from Louisiana and yet returned a considerable amount of its
crops.
Despite its initial problems, the colony was slowly growing. The
store, according to visitors to the ranch, was doing good business.
And Roy Graves was offering his services as barber to Gila
residents for fifteen cents less than Silver City barbers.
H. D. Woolley, a member of the colony, wrote a friendly
description for The Colonist in the spring of 1933.
Cast your eyes to the nearer foreground, and you will see a vast
area of tilled farms, where your fellow colonists are busy putting in

(
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the spring crops. . . . It is friend Shoemaker and his wife and
Frank Plaga planting fruit trees, while close by where you see that
team working at the plow, is Bert Busick and Chester preparing the
soil for a garden and Harold and Clyde with other teams getting
the ground ready for irrigation. . . . That white building by itself
is the boarding house and do you see those two figures in red just
leaving there? . . . That is Hope and Bonnie, going over the store
room for supplies, so that they can prepare the evening meal, and if
you could peep into that boarding house you would see Helen in the
act of making a big batch of corn bread for supper. . . .25

-Work was organized by departments. Cleve Campbell was in
charge of farming operations; John Neill, poultry; Louis Rodemeister, shoe and harness shop; Clyde and Chester Swenson, the
. Ice plant; Harold Kemp, the range stock; RayBradshaw, the store;
Hope Swenson, bookkeeping; Lou Mahler, butchering. The rest of
the colonists labored in each of the departments. There were no set
hours, but like most ranches, work consumed most of the waking
hours.
At Gila, women were not liberated from traditional tasks. "Now
a word about our women colonists here," wrote Edwin Blank:
"For some time there were five of them and all they had to do was
cook for about twenty persons, do all their laundry work, help
Royall Thompson, our milkman, with our creamery, do all the
housekeeping, and look pleasant about it-and they did. All honor
to the faithful women."26 Occasionally, the women had some say
about their contribution to life on the ranch. "A new ruling has
been made by the cooks," wrote Clyde Swenson, "and our meals
are being served cafeteria style. The argument the cooks put up is
. that it saves a lot of footsteps for them, and it is agreed by everyone that they may be right. "27
The colonists were also landlords. Several acres of land were
rented to two Mexican families in return for grain. In addition,
two apartments were rented out, one to a government surveyor,
another to Dr. Earl L. Clyne, who paid his rent by tending to the
colonists' medical needs.
Life on the Gila unit was directed by the manager and the unit's
_ _elected council. In February of 1934, with former manager Bran. non still away, new elections were held, and Edwin Blank, Arthur
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Goodwin, Anton Van Nuland, Ray Bradshaw, Hope Swenson, and
R. V. Shoemaker were elected.
The organization and completion of tasks at Gila were similar
to those on any ranch, except that the colonists, or their council,
formulated the policies of the colony. "We learn here," wrote John
Neill in the summer of 1934, "that the function of democracy in
industry is not democratic management of industry, but democratic control of the policy of the organization. "28
Pickett told Shoemaker he would send only "true and tried
colonists" to populate the new unit, and most were. Yet colonists
did n~t receive wages for their work, and by the time most became
members of the Gila colony they had exhausted their savings.
Shoemaker described life on the Gila colony as an almost constant struggle. As a result, several colonists gave up. One resident
of Gila reported that, Roy Graves, who first discovered the ranch,
became so disillusioned that he told Silver City residents he was
being cheated. 20
As if meeting the payments on the ranch were not enough to
worry about, some of the colony's cattle were rustled, their irrigation water supply was uncertain, and they suffered from occasional redbaiting. Most participants came to see the colony's
demise in conspiratorial terms and viewed the difficulties they
faced as evidence of such conspiracies. Shoemaker, .for example,
recounts the visit of an official from the Silver City Health Department. The nurse, he wrote, told him she had been sent to check on
reports of unsanitary conditions and an outbreak of smallpox.
Finding no evidence for such rumors, she told Shoemaker, "Evidently someone is trying to make trouble for you people." "That
wasn't news," wrote Shoemaker; "it was just more of the same."30
Yet life on the Gila ranch was not without its rewards. Their
first Christmas on the ranch, the colonists formed a Sunday evening club during which they held readings and recitals. On
Christmas Eve 1933, Woolley wrote:
a log is burning in the grate, and in one corner is a huge Christmas
tree tha t Clyde [Swenson] cut and brought in. . .. The ladies with
their usual taste have decorated it with garlands of pop corn and
tinsel. . . . Over the entrance in large red letters is the sign 'A
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.'31
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Throughout the spring of 1934, social life at the ranch increased. Townspeople began to take part in the Sunday night
activities, and occasionally the colony held a dance on Friday
nights. A library was organized, and an appeal through The Colonist for contributions brought in 162 books and pamphlets in the
first month. By May of 1934 the ranch reached its largest population of fifty.
In the summer of 1934 life on the ranch resembled that of a
small village. The colony had at least seven children and five
babies to tend to. At the main colony in Louisiana children attended a Montessori school, but in Gila they were enrolled in
public school in neighboring Cliff.
By the fall of 1934 Shoemaker reported optimistically that the
books of the unit showed that each month it was doing more than
$1,200 worth of business. Yet the colony would not last another
year.
The Gila colony ended in 1935. In its first two and a half years,
it had managed to pay only a little more than $4,870 of its obligations. 32 As of January, the colony had defaulted on its taxes and
was at least $19,000 in arrears. Unless a substantial amount of
cash could be raised, it was only a matter of time before the colonists would be evicted from the ranch. "A gigantic scheme has
been planned and partly carried out," wrote Anna Shoemaker, "to
divide and break up the Gila unit, or drive us off the property."33
Apparently, Pickett and the colonists believed they were due
$22,000 in credit for the sale of lands, improvements on the property, and the sale of the rice crop of 1933.
In March, The Colonist featured an article on Gila entitled
"Fighting For Its Life." According to the article, the colony had
met its obligations, but the landlords still wanted the colonists off
the land. Historian Conkin wrote, "Pickett, who was almost as attached to Gila as to the parent colony, fought a hopeless battle to
save the unit, arguing that it was a war of the poor against the
bankers."34 Newllano's publication blamed the landlords and
absentee owners of the Gila valley of fearing the colony's success,
"so they cracked the whip and exerted pressure upon their tools,
the bankers, to deprive the Gila self-help group of its holdings."35
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The article asked readers to flood Silver City Judge George W. Hay,
before whom Gila's case would be heard, with letters of protest.
The article brought Pickett a court date when in April he appeared before Judge Henry Owen of Los Lunas and faced criminal
contempt charges for the article. Owen had replaced Judge Hay
because Hay had two other colony cases on his docket and had disqualified himself. Pickett was convicted, sentenced to six months
in jail, and assessed court costs. The jail sentence was suspended.
Even though Pickett was convicted, he was apparently not the
author of the offending article.
A defense fund for the Gila colony was launched, but it
garnered only $176 after a month of pleas in The Colonist. As of
April there were still more than forty-five colonists on the ranch.
Letters requesting help were written to New Mexico Senators
Bronson Cutting and Orin Hatch. The colonists argued that
Pickett had met with the bankers, and they contended they had
sold outlying land to meet part of their obligations. As for the back
taxes, the colonists claimed none were due until 1936 in accordance with the initial agreement to take over the ranch. (The
agreement did not have such a clause.) Finally, the colonists
believed the $2,000 bankers demanded as a minimum payment on
the overdue obligations could be paid if crops c.ould be marketed.
In the meantime, a rebellion against Pickett was stirring in Louisiana. On 3 Maya rpass meeting was held, and a new board was
elected. The meeting also approved a resolution calling for an end
to the expansion program. After hearing of this resolution, the
Silver City Enterprise predicted the end of the Gila unit.
Even if Pickett had not been ousted as manager in May, the colony would have been hard put to raise the necessary cash. In
January, a complaint had been filed in court, and a month after
Pickett's conviction on criminal contempt charges, the court appointed a receiver for the Gila ranch.
In May, Pickett went to Washington as part of his efforts to save
the colony. According to Shoemaker, Pickett had arranged for the
wealthy Senator Cutting to assume the ranch's debts. During the
Depression the senator was known in New Mexico for using his
wealth to help many of his friends. Shoemaker claimed Pickett

Recent photos of the Gila site. Courtesy of author.
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was in the senator's office with the necessary papers when Cutting
was killed in a plane crash in Missouri. Pickett was in Washington
on 6 May when the plane crashed, but there is no evidence of Cutting's involvement in the affairs of the colony. "He may indeed
have been willing to consider assisting the Colony," writes Dean
Sagar, the biographer of Cutting; "however, there is nothing in his
official papers or in the settlement of his estate that would show
any involvement. "36 Carl Dunifon, a Silver City judge who knew
Cutting and acted as the colonists' defense attorney, agrees with
Sagar's conclusion. 37
The rebellion in Newllano terminated any support the Gila colonists could expect from the mother colony. The 25 May issue of
The Colonist excused the colony froin offering any financial
assistance to Gila and pointed out that the other colonists were intended to be independent. The new board also circulated a letter
explaining that Pickett no longer represented the colony. "We are
particularly anxious," explained the letter, "that he shall not be in
a position to collect any funds for any colony purpose whatever,
including the defense of Gila,"38 The May revolt also meant, according to Conkin, the colonists "were completely dispossessed
and being Pickett suporters, were not welcomed back to Llano. "39
The colonists spent a difficult summer. A receiver sold their
fruit crop, and those who remained on the ranch helped themselves to the few supplies remaining in the store. At one point, the
colonists pulled their plow without a team of horses because their
team had been sold. Neighbors finally loaned them a team after
seeing the colonists in the field.
The October trial was short. Townspeople and colonists packed
the gallery, but the only witness for the colony was Pickett, while
the bank paraded seven, one of whom was a former colonist. The
colonists were defended by W. C. Whatley, an attorney from Las
Cruces, and Carl Dunifon, a former judge. In a later interview,
Dunifon said the case was simple-the colonists had failed to meet
their obligations. On 2 October the judge dismissed the jury and
decided the case, rendering a verdict in favor of the plaintiff. After
the trial, Bassett won a $45,000 judgment against the colony in
Louisiana for the mortgage he held on the Gila ranch.
Pickett went off to Washington in a last and futile attempt to
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find a solution for the colonists being evicted from the ranch. In
November, a writ of repossession was approved, and the sheriff
served it on the 15th. By March of 1938 all appeals in the case
were made and exhausted; the case was finally closed.
Today, surviving colonists place much of the blame for the colony's demise on Bassett. Shoemaker, for example, believed Bassett
conspired· with others to gain control of many of the colony's
assets. Pickett was also to be blamed, according to Shoemaker, for
having trusted Bassett. Dunifon believes no such conspiracy existed. Even though, says Dunifon, the community may have been
sympathetic to the colonists, they simply failed to meet their
obligations.
In the fall of 1936, the last of the colonists left the ranch. All
were penniless; some scattered to different parts of the country,
but a few stayed in the area. Shoemaker spent the next five years
paying back as much as $650 of the colony's debts. Cleve Campbell, who had been in charge of the colony's farming operation,
paid back an additional $250.
Newllano, in the meantime, was also coming apart. Pickett tried
to challenge the new board's election in court, but to no avail. In
1938, the colony was put into receivership in an attempt to clear
its debts.
Shoemaker, Pickett, and others made several attempts to reopen
the Gila unit. In the fall of 1935, while the colonists were in court,
letters were written to the Resettlement Administration in Washington, D.C., and San Francisco. Washington officials, acknowledging letters written to Mrs. Roosevelt in support of the colonists'
efforts, turned the case over to W. E. Packard, regional director in
San Francisco, whom Pickett wrote in December:
I am particularly anxious to see this [resettlement] done on this
garden spot in Gila Valley, because, after twenty-one years, work
on sub-marginal properties, demonstrating co-operative action, I
would like very much now to make a demonstration as to what can
be done with good producing land and proper equipment to work
with. 40
.
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Perhaps Pickett revealed here the reason for his deep interest in
Gila, sometimes to the exclusion of Newllano.
In 1940, Shoemaker, at Pickett's urging, went back to Louisiana. What Shoemaker saw upon his return made him ill. He had
spent some of his best years in Newllano, and he believed there
had been no better place to raise children. The industrial area,
which he helped to build, had been' wrecked and sold for scrap
metal. The library was destroyed, and thousands of books had
been dumped outside the hotel. Worst of all, wrote Shoemaker,
was the fate of persons who lost everything in the colony. "The
mask of hunger marred their features," Shoemaker wrote of the
survivors; "wha t I saw has been a nightmare to me ever since I
witnessed it. I have tried to avoid bitterness over what we have endured from the vicious, unscrupulous hate~rriongers, but it has not
been easy to do.' '41
At the end of the 1970s, surviving colonists were still seeking to
reopen their court cases in Louisiana.
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Book Notes
Taos 1847: The Revolt in Contemporary Accounts, edited by Michael
McNierney (Johnson Publishing Co., Boulder, Colo., paper, $4.95) is a collection
of material about the revolt in Taos, in which Governor Charles Bent lost his life.
The brief collection also contains information about related conflicts, suppression of the Taos rebellion, and the trial and execution of several participants.
Another small book is The Silver Tombstone of Edward Schieffelin by Lonnie
E. Underhill (Roan Horse Press, Tucson, Ariz., paper, $3.95). Schieffelin became
famous for the discovery of the Tombstone mining district in Arizona.
There are a number of recent publications of anthropological nature that may
be of interest to NMHR readers. Three titles come from the Center for Anthropological Studies in Albuquerque. Indian Use of the Santa Fe National Forest: A
Determination from Ethnographic Sources by Eva Friedlander and Pamela
Pinyan (paper, $4.00) is based on previously published material and deals with
the activity of ten pueblos and the Jicarilla Apaches. Jemez Canyon Dam Archaeology Survey, Sandoval County, New Mexico by James Rogers (paper, $5.00)
identifies a number of archaeological sites in the vicinity of the dam dating from
about A.D. 650-1800. Limited Activity and Occupation Sites, edited by Albert E.
Ward (paper, $12.00), is a collection of papers from an informal conference at
the Department of Anthropology at the University of Arizona in 1976. The New
Mexico area receives substantial coverage, and among the authors are Florence
H. Ellis and David M. Brugge.
Another gathering of papers edited by Albert H. Schroeder is Collected Papers
in Honor of Bertha Pauline Dutton (Albuquerque Archaeological SOciety, Box
4029, Albuquerque, 87196, paper, $9.00). Among the authors are Charlie R.
Steen, Curtis Schaafsma, and David Brugge; the papers focus on archaeology
and ethnography in New Mexico.
Cultural Resources Overview of Socorro, New Mexico by Mary Jane Berman
(paper, $4.50) is available from the Government Printing Office in Washington,
D.C., and was undertaken for the Bureau of Land Management and the Forest
Service. The bulk of the work is an archaeological survey of a large area west of
Socorro, but there is also a brief history of the region. The Bitter River: A Brief
Historical Survey of the Middle Pecos River Basin by Tom Sheridan was done for
the Roswell District of the Bureau of Land Management and covers the region
from Anton Chico south to the Texas border (paper, $5.00, available from the
Chaves County Historical Society, 200 North Lea, Roswell, 88201).

Book Reviews
RACE AND CLASS IN THE SOUTHWEST: A THEORY OF RACIAL INEQUALITY. By Mario
Barrera. NotreDame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1979. Pp. x, 261. Illus.,
notes, appendix, bibliog., index. $13.95.
IN THIS THOUGHT-PROVOKING VOLUME, Mario Barrera makes an impressive attempt to bridge the gap between history and social science. His ambitious objectives are to answer the broad questions of why racial inequality arose in this
country and why it persists to this day. His approach is to examine the process by
which the American political economy incorporated Chicanos as a subordinate
element and to extrapolate from the particulars of this process a general theory of
racial inequality.
Barrera presents extensive historical data culled from primary and secondary
treatments of nineteenth- and twentieth-century Chicano experience to support
his hypothesis that racial inequality in the United States stems from the ineluctable class dynamics of a capitalist society. Barrera contends that the dominant
American capitalist class created, for its self-interest and self-justification, an internal colonial labor system segmented along racial and ethnic lines. Citing historical evidence, Barrera depicts the Chicano experience as a direct progression
from a Mexican war incited by the United States in the 1840s for imperialist purposes, through the expropriation of Mexican land and the displacement of indigenous Mexican settlers in the Southwest in the following decades, to the creation
of a marginal and manipulatable Mexican immigrant labor force in the early
part of this century.
Upon a basically Marxist analysis, Barrera grafts the more recent concept of
the internal colonial labor market--"-the notion that employers restrict and coerce
minority workers into subordinate groups-to arrive at a theory of the causation
of racial inequality. In order to bolster its economic interest, Barrera asserts, the
Anglo capitalist class established an elaborate system of structural discrimination, supported by racial ideology, designed to guarantee a cheap and docile pool
of labor. Government, through immigration policy and deportation programs,
assisted in this process by consistently responding to the desire of employers to
maintain a subordinate labor force defined by race.
The fundamental weakness of this study stems from a flaw inherent in most
sweeping and unidimensional interpretations of history: the tendency to neglect
evidence and perspectives that do not conveniently mesh with the fundamental
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theoretical formulation. In Barrera's case, one must question his assumption that
the racial prejudice endemic in this country stems simply from the Anglo working class's easy acceptance of a racial ideology developed by the capitalist class
to justify exploitive economic relationships. Barrera's Marxist interpretation,
which maintains rather unconvincingly that racial prejudice seems to take on "a
life of its own" (p. 201) over time despite its being contrary to the genuine interests of the working class in' a capitalist society, ignores the key psychological
dimensions of prejudice. Why, for example, is the Anglo working class, which,
according to class theory, should be striving for universal labor solidarity, so
easily manipulated by a capitalist-inspired ideology of prejudice? Why did Anglo
society permit white immigrants from southern and eastern Europe to rise from
the subordinate labor group after subjecting them initially to considerable
discrimination?
Psychological forces are perhaps as potent as economic imperatives in
accounting for the rise of prejudice and the varying treatment of minorities in
American society. Psychological questions concerning man's propensity for prejudice, as well as the comparative historical experiences of additional minorities,
must be probed further in order to construct a more comprehensive and satisfying theory of racial inequality. Such probings will doubtless yield greater complexity and multidimensional formulations of causality.
This comment notwithstanding, Barrera's study is a pioneering venture into a
theoretical exploration of the Chicano experience. It is a book to be reckoned
with by all students of ethnicity in the United States, historians and social scientists alike.

Medical College of Virginia
Virginia Commonwealth University

MARK HEISLER

PADRE MARTINEZ AND BISHOP LAMY. By Ray John de Arag6n. Las Vegas, N.M.:
Pan-American Publishing Company, 1978. Pp. vi, 141. Illus., notes, bibliog.
$6.95.
MEMORIAS SOBRE LA VIDA DEL PRESBITERO DON ANTONIO JOSE MARTINEZ. By
Pedro Sanchez. Translated by Ray John de Arag6n. Santa Fe: Lightning Press,
1978. Pp. 85. $4.95.
THE MEMORIES OF ANTONIO JOSE MARTiNEZ. By Pedro Sanchez. Translated by
Guadalupe Baca-Vaughn. Santa Fe: Rydal Press, 1978. Pp. 54. Illus., notes,
bibliog. $6.00.
BASICALLY, THE MARTINEZ/LAMY TEXT by Arag6n sets out to vindicate Martinez.
Repeatedly, the Taos priest (1793-1867) has been cast as the villain while his
adversary, the French Bishop Jean Baptist Lamy (1814-1888), remains untarnished. By presenting a global picture of the Southwest-its types, customs
and legends-Arag6n recreates the personal and cultural conflicts that had set
the stage for a feud between the two men, undoing what Martinez spent his life
trying to achieve: "a sens~ of cultural identity for his people.
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In addition to the prologue, epilogue, and illustrations, the two-part textnamely, Historical Setting and Conflict-is accompanied by an appendix,
acknowledgements, footnotes, and a bibliography. The appendix contains essays
dealing with the Church's stand on excommunication. In the first part, the life
histories of the two men are alternated, moving rapidly back and forth between
dramatic (some inane) episodes. Tension builds, and is released in the second
part. The space dedicated to Martinez and the New Mexican milieu surpasses the
amount given to Lamy. The split scenario, episodic development, and ultimate
union, however, create suspense in the development of the conflict, stemming
from the problem of tithing.
Perhaps~Jhis book. is best seen as a combination of documentary reporting
(quotes, documents, and letters form more than one-fifth of the 12I-page book),
historical reference (more than half of the 176 footnotes refer to one text: Paul
Horgan's Lamy of Santa Fe), and novelization (some sections are pure description of local customs: corrida de gallo, prendorio, jdndango). Although Arag6n
tries to show that the Martinez/Lamy conflict stems in large part from a clash
between ·strong and determined characters, his book does not humanize either
man. Conversely, there is a strong attachment to Hispanic culture in the book
and the need to reinforce it; inevitably, the priest's achievements are eulogized,
while the bishop's career is adumbrated. As a result, the priest is praised; the
bishop, however, is not rebukingly condemned. In treating Martinez, the author
is deliberate and committed; with Lamy, shrewd and detached. The priest's
religious spirit, education, and intelligence are sufficiently underscored, and this
is the important point: to show that through these personal qualities he acted
sagaciously and perfunctorily in the face of social change. As the conciliator,
Martinez stood the brunt of a foreign, imperialist culture that in its wake promised positive social change for New Mexico; culturally, however, Martinez died a
beaten man.
Finally, intermittent stylistic faults arising from incorrect grammatical usage,
misuse of relatives, and unfortunate word choice may make some readers
uneasy; so, too, the combination of documentary reporting, historical reference,
and novelization. On balance, however, this book should intensify the reader's
reaction against the social and cultural injustices of the period in question.
These duplicate translations unfortunately appeared simultaneously. Yet there
are noticeable differences in format, additional materials, and quality of translation. Arag6n's bilingual format (Spanish-English opposite each other) is convenient for comparison. Baca-Vaughn's translation is followed by the Spanish text,
but the pagination of the latter (not an appendix) disconcertingly begins anew,
with other material intervening to boot. Whereas Arag6n's preface is more interesting, Baca-Vaughn includes more helpful footnotes, identifying persons mentioned in the biography by Sanchez, and an unnecessary nonspecialist bibliography.
Arag6n edited out chapters ·11 and 12, a biography of Sanchez, originally
published in English, and anecdotes, respectively; Baca-Vaughn includes the two
chapters in both languages. Arag6n edits further, using sic in the Spanish version;
his footnotes, indicating erroneous dates or facts, are minimal. Because the
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biographer's writing style is not unlike the oftentimes complicated Spanish syntax used then, translation becomes problematical; Arag6n's translation is literal,
making it somewhat stilted and awkward. The compound sentence is more
prevalent in Spanish, and when it is transposed directly, the result can be a
labyrinth, even causing loss of meaning. In this sense, Baca-Vaughn's translation
is much freer, reads more smoothly, but often takes great liberties with the
original. Further, word meanings in both translations are not treated precisely
(at times the first dictionary meaning has been used but, alas, not necessarily the
correct one).
Sanchez has not written a true biography but rather a series of recollections of
the tumultous period in question. Eleven short chapters follow the main events of
the priest's life. However, Arag6n's preface points out that Sanchez makes no
reference to the conflict between Martinez and Lamy, leading to the questionable
excommunication of Martinez. In general, the Sanchez biography is overwrought with praise for the priest's idea I qualities of charity and justice. As such,
the reader must remember that this biography is not an accurate summary of the
times, butsimply a subjective yet schematic statement of one man's admiration
of another man, a friend.

University of New Mexico

DICK GERDES

LA CHICANA: THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN WOMAN. By Alfredo Mirande and
Evangelina Enriquez. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979. Pp. x, 283.
Notes, bibliog., index, glossary. $19.50.
LA CHICANA, which is not a history, but a political tract, begins slowly. Soon, the
tone emerges, and the authors begin their proof of the excellence of the consistently underrated, misunderstood, and unjustly maligned Mexican-American
woman. In the preface, the authors state that "a real need for a definitive, comprehensive study of the Chicana" motivated this attempt "to document the contributions of Chicanas to their history and culture in Mexico and the United
States." (p. ix). (The book carries "Chicana" with a capital "c" throughout; I
have used lower casefor both "chicana" and "mexicana," unless quoting.)
If the book is indeed intended to be the definitive work on chicanas, it is a little
disappointing; the reader is left with several important unanswered questions on
the one hand, and a very specific social and political message on the other.
Among many forceful quotations throughout, the final one is also the last sentence of the book: "The issue of equality, freedom and self-determination of the
Chicana . . . is not negotiable . .. FREEDOM IS FOR EVERYONE" (emphasis by the authors). The reader must assume that the authors have intended all the
foregoing pages to be argument for this final summation.
So the book is other than straight history, but that is, of course, not to say that
it is without value. Along the way to proving that the chicana deserves to be
libe~ated from her "triple oppression," (pp. 12-13,241), the authors have written some fine sections. One of these summarizes the role of La Malinche (or Dona
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Marina), Hernan Cortes's Indian mistress, as an element of cultural heritage.
"Images in Literature" is another fine section. The role of women in the Mexican
Revolution and of women in labor reform in the Southwest are. also treated well.
There are some specific problems of interpretation, however, that color the entire book. First of all, a clear distinction is never made between "la mexicana"
and "la Chicana." A definition at the beginning of the book states that chicana
and chicano were to be used to identify persons of Mexican descent living in the
United States (pp. 10-11). Throughout the book, nevertheless, there is a blur of
differentiation. "Chicanas" are described as the direct cultural descendants of
Mexican women; there is no identity unique to "Chicanas." The question, then,
is inescapable: What is the difference between a chicana and a mexicana?
A related problem in Enriquez' and Mirande's treatment is their interpretation
of the Mexican. They attrioute all Mexican culture to Aztec descendance. No influence of other Indian cultures or European civilization is admitted to the
authors' idea of Mexican, and therefore, chicana culture. In fact, instead of
ascribing only Aztec origin to the many similarities to chicano culture, it might
have been more accurate and useful to point out the similarities between Aztec
and Spanish culture. The complexity of Mexican and chicano heritage would be
much more easily and properly understood in this manner.
Many questions burst forth: How about the influence of Catholicism on Mexicans? What about language, architecture, food, clothing, art, and all the other
social and cultural aspects of Mexican civilization that were marked by 300
years of Spanish colonial rule and miscegination? Mirande and Enriquez have
mentioned only the victimization of colonialism as a cultural influence. The
authors chose to ignore the rest and defined Mexican women and chicanas as latter day noble beings, very closely akin, it would seem, to idealized sacrificial
Aztec princesses. With such an impression it is no wonder that this reader guesses
the need for a definitive work on the chicana still exists.

Los Angeles County Natural History Museum

JANET R. FIREMAN

MEXICAN WOMEN IN THE UNITED STATES: STRUGGLES PAST AND PRESENT. Edited
by Magdalena Mora and Adelaida R. del Castillo. Chicano Studies Research
Center Publication, No.2. Los Angeles: University of California, 1980. Pp.
204. Illus., notes, appendix. $12.75.
ACCORDING TO ECONOMIST Elizabeth Waldman, in 1975 there were 3.3 million
Chicanas in the United States, 83 percent of them living in the five southwestern
states of Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. That is, one out
of every seven women in these five states was of Mexican-American origin. Yet
compared to other minorities, the Chicana or the Mexicana living in the United
States has received scant attention in scholarly publications. This anthology is intended to fill the gap, but unfortunately too many of the essays are not directly
concerned with Mexican women in the United States. While providing some use-
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ful background information or theoretical underpinning, the essays by Dunbar
Ortiz, Dixon, Larguia, and Dumoulin in Part I, the NACLA Report and the essay
by Bernstein, et al. in Part III, and John Hurt's essay on working-class women in
nineteenth-century Mexico in Part IV, do not focus on Chicanas or Mexicanas in
this country.
Those essays that do focus directly on the subject, as the superb essay on
"Women at Farah: An Unfinished Story" by Laurie Coyle, Gail Hershatter, and
Emily Honig, the two essays on sterilization by Adelaida R. del Castillo and
Carlos G. Velez-I, and the poignant profiles in the last section of the anthology,
are worth the price of the book, for here we are given memorable and vivid
examples of the Chicana and Mexicana experience. These selections point out
that though they are oppressed and victimized by a capitalist, racist, and sexist
society, Chicanas and Mexicanas are also active women who, in addition to
working a double shift at home and outside, are fighting injustice by organizing
farm workers and apparel industry operatives.
Other essays document the active part Chicanas have played in the Chicano
movement on several college campuses, even though male colleagues have found
it hard to accept Chicanas in leadership roles. Surprisingly, the working-class
husbands of the women who took part in the epic strike at Farah in El Paso from
1972-1974 were more supportive of their wives than college-trained men of
UMAS-MEChA were of their compaiieras. Evidently more than formal education is needed to vanquish machismo in this or any other country.

Ohio Wesleyan University

ANNA MAciAS

GEORGE CATLIN: EPISODES FROM LIFE AMONG THE INDIANS AND LAST RAMBLES.
Edited by Marvin C. Ross. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979. Pp.
xiv, 354. IIlus., appendixes, bibliog., index. $25.00.
IF GEORGE CATLIN (1796-1872) was ever obscure-and he did his best to see that
he was not-he is today receiving all the recognition that eluded him in his
time, and is generally regarded as the foremost painter of the American Indian in
the nineteenth century. A series of daring journeys to the western tribes in the
1830s resulted in some 500 paintings that first established his reputation. It was
Catlin's dream that his paintings would preserve for posterity a comprehensive
pictorial record of the native peoples whom he openly admired; he also hoped
that they would secure his personal fortune. His struggles following his last trip
west in 1837 to realize upon his work by selling the entire "Indian Gallery" to
the U.S. government-and failing that, by exhibiting it at home and abroad during a thirty-year, self-imposed exile while continuing his often-desperate search
for patronage-ha":e become part of the well-known Catlin lore. But considerable mystery shrouds what he saw as the second major phase of his career.
In the 1850s, at a time when economic misfortune dogged him and failing
health would have crushed a lesser spirit, Catlin undertook three distinct expedi-
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tions to South and Central America, the second of which included an extended
digression up the Northwest Coast to the Aleutians and across the Southwest into
Mexico to visit tribes that he had missed on his wanderings two decades earlier.
The paintings produced on these trips provide the raison d'etre for Marvin C.
Ross's George Catlin, which also offers a text pieced together from Catlin's only
published accounts of his sojourning in the 1850s, curiously enough two
children's books, Life Amongst the Indians: A Book for Youth (1861) and Last
Rambles Amongst the Indians of the Rocky Mountains and of the Andes (1866).
Readers familiar with Catlin's best-known book, Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs and Conditions of North American Indians (1841), will find this
text also entertaining and informative-part travelogue, part ethnography, and
part sermon on civilized man's abuse of natural man. One can only be filled with
awe of Catlin as he pursues his goal of assembling a pictorial record of the natives of the Americas, unmatched in scope and accuracy, into the very jungles of
the Amazon and over the Andes.
Since George Catlin was first published in 1959, it seems fair to concentrate on
the changes in the new edition. Ross's introduction has been minimally revised
(judgmental comparatives like "primitive" and "civilized," which Catlin used
unselfconsciously, have been deleted, for example). The plates, confined to the
back of the book in the first edition, are now more conveniently grouped at the
appropriate place in the text; this arrangement, made possible because the new
edition is now printed in its entirety on glossy stock, is at the expense of reproduction quality. There is a notable loss in contrast and sharpness, and some of the
plates are badly washed out (#7, pp. 112-14, for example), though at least orie
(Plate 4) has been enhanced. The major departure in the new edition is also a
major mistake. Unaccountably, the press has decided to include a portfolio in
color featuring several Catlin paintings from the 1830s (one of which appears on
the jacket!) that are not only irrelevant but distinctly detrimental to the book's
stated purpose of introducing readers to Catlin's neglected works from the 18505.
As a final comment, more in the nature of a regret than a criticism, it seems to
me a pity that this edition could not have been more substantially revised to take
advantage of a series of Catlin letters to his English patron Sir Thomas Phillipps
that repose in the Thomas Gilcrease Institute at Tulsa. They would have made a
marvelous addition to this reprint issued the same year these two great Oklahoma institutions-the Gilcrease and the University of Oklahoma Press-collaborated on the first in what is intended to be a series of publications mining the
riches of the Gilcrease collection. Among these letters are several directly r~lated
to the South American venture, which Catlin called the "second starting point of
my life." They help clarify a tangled chronology (his first trip to South America
took place in 1854; the second was completed in 1857, the third in 1860-thus
correcting the impression created by Catlin in his published writings and
perpetuated by Ross and others that he was in South America from 1852 to
approximately 1857); moreover, they fill in many particulars regarding his
itinerary, and offer a vivid picture of a man who adamantly refused to bow to
adversity (he returned from his second trip totally deaf and tortured by a "sound
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in the ear, not unlike the drawing of a violin bow across one of the strings, and
that with each pulse exactly") but pressed on to complete his self-appointed task
and could, with justifiable pride, state late in 1860: "I consider I have now all
the materials for the work which it has been the ambition of my life to bequeathe
to the world when I leave it-the Ethnography and Ethnology of the two hemispheres of America. My roaming propensities are now satisfied, as I should see
but little new if I went again, for the remainder of my life, I have enough to work
upon in my studio.. . ."

University of Victoria, B. C.

BRIAN W. DIPPIE

"PAPER TALK": CHARLIE RUSSELL'S AMERICAN WEST. Edited by Brian W. Dippie.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 1979. Pp. 224. Illus., notes, bibliog. $17.95.
CHARLES MARION RUSSELL. Frank Linderman, a close friend, called him Charley.
Nancy, his wife, who knew him even better, spelled it Charlie. So does author
Dippie. The artist normally signed his name C. M. Russell, on his paintings of
course, but also in his letters, even those sent to the most intimate of friends. He
was a nineteenth-century man, a formal man, friendly, down to earth, but formal, even shy.
And conservative. He came from a good, established St. Louis family, and at
an early age joined a kind of royalty on the plains, the cattle barons and kings,
where even the cowhands, just ordinary horsemen, carried out their mounted
democracy in a silently aristocratic manner. Charlie never got over his sense of
noblesse oblige, the disdain for the "nesters" who dug up the land, voted, raised
kids, paid their debts, minded the law and boarded a saddle horse as if they were
climbing a ladder. They were perpetual invaders, permanent strangers.
He also recoiled from the tourists, many of whom swarmed around his habitat
at Lake McDonald, Glacier National Park, "dudes" who were shovelled onto
horses and hauled around like sacks of flour, outlanders given to despoiling
nature's art work with empty pop bottles and picnic leavings. His friend, Irvin S.
Cobb, was amused at Charlie's sulphurous estimation of these skim-milk cowboys.
This is what the reader will witness, once again, in "Paper Talk," letters dating
from the late '80s down to his final days in the autumn of 1926. They depict an
unlettered cowhand whose feeling toward his friends was warm and loyal, many
of the letters containing nostalgic references to days gone by as jointly experienced by the writer and the recipient. His spelling would make Captain William
Clark's efforts look good, their phonetic construction being part of the fun of
reading them today, but the real charm of the letters, that which sets them apart
from hundreds like them, are the illustrations. His famous "Waiting for a
Chinook," a postcard done in the winter of 1886 to show range conditions, and
the one that "made" him as an artist, was his best means of expressing himself.
Apparent also is his interest in people, as evidenced in his comments to his
friends. As a young boy who watched him paint at Lake McDonald in the mid-
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twenties this reviewer can attest to his affection for children and his delight in appealing to the child's mind. He was fond of carving caricatures out of gnarled
tree branches, burls, nobby wood, grotesque little men with high hats and moss
beards suggesting a Rip Van Winkle scene. They were humorous to look at. It
was a kind of humor that is apparent in the overdrawn facial expressions he used
often in portraying Indians, or in the exaggerated actions of cowhands departing
bucking horses.
A great many of the pictures in this volume have been published before. Good
Medicine (1930) is an example. There isn't a lot in this book that is new. With a
lapse of fifty years the publisher apparently thought it time to give a new generation a look at Russell. No argument there. Like Good Medicine this is a coffee
table item, no more. It is one of amusement, enjoyment, nostalgia. It isn't to be
read, or studied; it is to be savored.

University of Colorado

ROBERT G. ATHEARN

THE WORW, THE WORK AND THE WEST OF W. H. D. KOERNER. By W. H. Hutchinson. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1978. Pp. 243. IIIus., notes,
bibliog., index. $35.00.
THE TITLE DESCRIBES accurately the emphasis of this book. We learn more about
the world in which Koerner performed than about his art or the West-which,
probably, is as it should be.
The shelves are loaded with volumes on various artists and illustrators with
reproductions galore of their works, and perhaps, a short biography-but little of
the reasons behind the efforts.
Not so this book. After a look at Koerner's early life, his family's emigration
from Germany and settlement in Iowa, the story moves rapidly into his professional life. First there were newspaper jobs, then advertising assignments, and,
finally, for the most of his career, magazine work.
Koerner was active in the years 1910-1935, spoken of today as "the Golden
Age of magazine illustration" (almost anything in the past becomes a "Golden
Age when viewed through mists of time). It was a great period for illustrators and
illustrations. The radio was not an entertainment force, and television was far in
the future. The magazines were the entertainment of the time, and the authors of
the popular serials and short stories were household names. Not far behind in appeal were the illustrators, and their names, too, were used by the magazines to intrigue the buying public.
Koerner was a major figure in this magazine world. He worked for most of the
"slicks," finally ending his career with the top market, The Saturday Evening
Post. He was given manuscripts from the most popular authors to illustrate.
Early in his career he tilted in the direction of outdoor and western subjects. It
was in these fields that his work became most popular.
In a competitive business he seems to have had more than his share of work. He
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must have pleased the editors-but the amazing thing, he seems also to have satisfied the authors. For an illustrator this is an accomplishment beyond all others.
Too often, authors and their illustrators are at odds. The book gives numerous examples of appreciation and requests by his authors.
The book has been researched in such depth as to become almost a source book
on the finances, circulations, and editorial policies of the great magazines. There
was as much talent-stealing of authors, illustrators, and editors as occurs in any
field today. More money was the bait for changes as it is now in sports and entertainment.
If Koerner was a colorful personality, it does not come through in the book.
What does come through is his overall steadiness. He was a good family man
with an understanding and supportive wife and children. He seemed to be able to
accept the pressures of deadlines and assignments without losing the other elements of his life. From the amount of work the book indicates he produced, he
must have worked quickly and accurately. There are many photos of Koerner
and his family at all periods of his life in the book that add to our understanding
of the artist and the type of person he must have been.
Of course, the real reason for a book about an artist is to show his work, and
this book has many good examples of his illustrations from first to last. They
show a superb skill brought to bear on his assignments. He worked in a day when
illustration was an interpretation and not merely a decoration. The quality of
some of his production done under the pressures of time and editorial directions
is amazing.
Of the artistic qualities of his work I will not comment. I have been too long on
the other side of the fence to turn critic now. But I am compelled to say that
within the limits of his field he was a consummate craftsman, and his work still
holds a real attraction to anyone interested in western illustration. One wonders
what he would have accomplished in today's market with expanded possibilities
for western painting far removed from the pressures of the magazine field.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

WILLIAM MOYERS

PHOTOGRAPHING THE FRONTIER. By Dorothy and Thomas Hoobler. New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1980. Pp. 192. Illus., bibliog., index. $9.95.
BACK IN THE DAYS when men's and women's greatest achievements were the stock
ticker, the telegraph, the electric light, and possibly the transcontinental railroads, nature-made wonders, so much more spectacular than men's puny
achievements, commanded respect and curiosity. The existence of such wonders
in the rapidly opening American West brought on an insatiable desire to see, if
not in physical reality, then in photographs, what the West had to offer. For the
new profession of photographer, it was a challenge promising lucrative profits.
There was money to be made if a cameraman (one such called himself a photographist) could master the skills of an artist and those of a chemist, was willing
to rough it on the frontier, and was undaunted at such laborious tasks as lower-
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ing a ninety-two pound camera to the foot of Yellowstone's Grand Canyon. From
daguerrotypes through wet plates to dry plates these intrepid shadow makers
progressed as they covered the subjugation of the Indians, boom towns, lynchings, cattle drives, railroads a-building, and':"-while at tqeir "gallery"- "shot"
lodge members, families, peaceful Indians, and corpses dressed for burial.
In this delightful book authors Dorothy and Thomas Hoobler have combined
information about the development of photographs from daguerrotypes to
seventy-two-picture cartes de visites, with western history from the California
gold rush to the end of the frontier. Along with this basic chronology they have
discussed many of the outstanding frontier photographers: Plumb, Muybridge,
Watkins, Carbutt, Russell, O'Sullivan, Jackson, and Haynes to name but a few.
We soon learn that early photographers were a peculiar breed, killing their wife's
lover, daring Red Cloud's warriors to kill them (they did), and photographing
lynch victims.
This is a popularly· written book without documentation, but with a good
bibliography and excellent illustrations. The history is generally correct but
often imprecise: Powell went down the Colorado first in 1869, not 1868; the
Rockies did not constitute the toughest segment of the Oregon Trail; the Platte
River does not cross South Pass. The book is a good overview of a big and
fascinating subject and is well worth reading; the price is right, too.

Florida State University

RICHARD A. BARTLETI

DISCOVERING AMERICA 1700-1875. By Henry Savage, Jr. New York: Harper &
Row, Publishers, 1979. Pp. xvii, 394. IIIus., notes, bibliog., index. $17.95.
IN THIS SUCCINCT AND IMAGINATIVELY written volume, Henry' Savage is not concerned about the discovery of a continent unknown to the Europeans, but about
the act of revealing the very nature of the continental United States over two centuries. He describes the dramatic adventures of traditional explorers who
penetrated the forest wilderness and crossed mountains, deserts, prairies, and
streams to map the land; he also writes about the quieter achievements of ornithologists, botanists, geologists, and ethnologists who uncovered its pristine flora
and fauna, its native people, and even its diseases; and finally about the work of
artists and photographers who left images of both land and people on canvas and
film. Space limitations have made it impossible for him to show how America
was revealed in legend, poetry, and fiction.
Since the treatment is chronological, we read about the successes and failures
of the pre-seventeenth-century Spanish conquistadores and black-robed Jesuit
Fathers; the work of the eighteenth-century Englishman, John Lawson, in exposing the mysteries of Carolina; the nineteenth-century great land reconnaissances
of Lewis and Clark, Pike, the Astorians, Fremont, and the railroad surveys; John
Wesley Powell and his companions who pitted their mettle and skills against the
canyons of the Colorado River; the photography of William Henry Jackson and
the watercolors of Thomas Moran in making known the strange and wonderful
phenomena of Yellowstone; and finally the Mariposa Battalion members'
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accounts of the matchless scenery of Yosemite that would inspire the investigation of James M. Hutchings and the artistic representations of Thomas Ayres.
One chapter describes the evolution of the eighteenth-century natural history
circle, "a delightful brotherhood," "with circumfe~enceelastic enough to stretch
across a wide geography and embrace kindred spirits," all eager for new
knowledge and willing to disseminate it. A Quaker wool merchant in England,
Peter Collinson, had fostered the creation of this circle and in its early days, its
center was John Bartram's botanical garden outside of Philadelphia. There was a
rich exchange of scientific information and philosophical ideas during the thirtyyear correspondence of Collinson and Bartram, with much being passed on to
other scientists and some published in London. When Carle Linne sent the
Swedish botanist Peter Kalm to America, he lost no time in seeking the guidance
of Bartram. The younger Bartram continued the traditions of his father and gave
encouragement to the great French scientist, Andre Michaux, who spent eleven
years on eastern frontier trails and established nurseries on the Hudson and at
Charleston. The opening of the trans-Mississippi West overtaxed the resources of
the natural history circle, and its functions were gradually replaced in the nineteenth century by government expeditions and institutional specialists.
Interwoven within the narrative is a discussion of three themes associated with
American natural history-physical uniqueness, abundance of resources, and
environmental superiority. Fascinating detail is also included: how LePage du
Pratz transplanted three hundred medicinal plants into cane baskets; how
Jonathan Carver's Travels borrowed heavily from others and yet influenced
Victor Hugo and James Fenimore Cooper's imagery of America; how William
Bartram's factually accurate and aesthetically beautiful descriptions of nature
and idealization of life in forest and field appealed to Romantic writers like
Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Chateaubriand.
The book is richly peppered with quotations from journals and letters, again
carefully selected: for example, Audubon's description of his bird collecting on
Sandy Island off the coast of Florida or Catlin on the opportunities afforded him
for painting by the country of the upper Missouri.
Savage has read an enormous amount of material and chosen well, making few
errors in fact, and giving us a remarkable panoramic view of the natural history
of the United States. His is a book for the layman and the student.

University of Illinois

MARY LEE SPENCE

THOSE TREMENDOUS MOUNTAINS: THE STORY OF THE LEwIs AND CLARK EXPEDI.
TION. By David Freeman Hawke. New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1980. Pp.
xvi, 273. Illus., bibliog., index. $12.95.
FOR DECADES THE ADVENTURES of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark have
fascinated readers of American history, and much has been written to satisfy the
interest in their famous expedition. As a result, the thought of yet another book
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about Lewis and Clark makes one wonder why some things ever appear in print.
Any such doubts vanish quickly, however, when one reads this account of Lewis
and Clark. The author, a professor of history and author of several earlier wellreceived books, is highly skilled. Basing this nonscholarly story of the 1804-1806
exploration of the Missouri and Columbia River valleys on the edited accounts of
the explorers themselves, he provides an exciting, fast-paced narrative of what
may have been the most important government-sponsored, exploration in nineteenth-century American history.
Because this is a popular account, Professor Hawke avoids footnotes altogether
and provides only a modest bibliography. Nevertheless those familiar with the
scholarly literature on the Lewis and Clark Expedition will soon note the accuracy of detail and breadth of setting that he gives the story. Hawke traces the
evolution of the expedition beginning with Thomas Jefferson's hopes for American territorial expansion to the Pacific during the 1780s. Then he discusses
Jefferson's actions as president from the hiring of Meriwether Lewis as his personal secretary to convincing Congress that it should provide funds for the expedition.
Most of the narrative discusses the day-to-day activities of the explorers with
care and skill. Dangers from sunken trees and collapsing river banks are noted,
and early meetings With grizzly bears are mentioned. Meetings with Indians,
learning to eat-and to enjoy-dog meat, suffering from cold and hunger, all fill
these pages. Despite the bulk of written material about this expedition, much remains unknown. Neither the field notes nor the published journals include the
entire story, and here the author wisely avoids trying to fill blank spots in the
narrative. When weeks pass with few entries in the journals, he says so.
The author accepts the fact that his characters have flaws. When the men got
drunk, he notes the act. When accidents occurred they are discussed. He makes
no excuses for either ignorance or wrong-headedness. Perhaps that is the most
important contribution to understanding the success of the expedition. The individuals are clearly human, not superhuman. Nevertheless, their achievement,
and the author's, are significant. Ranging over a wide variety of topics from
ethnology to cartography and from zoology to navigation, the author clearly explains and depicts the actions. Dozens of clearly reproduced illustrations and the
end-paper maps enhance the volumes. One might question why a book of twentynine chapters, in which only six of those chapters deal with the mountains,
should bear the title Those Tremendous Mountains. Yet the author shows the
significance of the Rocky Mountains as the most important obstacle between St.
Louis and the Pacific Ocean.
This book is clearly written, includes the basic narrative of the Lewis and
Clark Expedition, and is probably the most readable, accurate description of
that movement in print today.

University ofArizona

ROCER L. NICHOLS
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THE MORMON ExPERIENCE: A HISTORY OF THE UTTER-DAY SAINTS. By Leonard J.
Arrington and Davis Bitton. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1979. Pp. x, 405.
Illus., notes, appendix, bibliog., index. $15.00. Vintage $5.95.
THE PUBLICATION OF The Mormon Experience is an event of signal importance
for American religious history. During the past 150 years most of those who have
written about the Church of Jes.us Christ of the Latter-day Saints have assumed
the role of either advocate or antagonist. Rarely have the two acknowledged the
legitimacy of the other's concerns or recognized a common stake in establishing
an accurate picture of the historical.development of this religious community.
This volume is remarkable because it has been written by two leading scholars of
the Mormon church, professionally trained economist and historian, who have
attempted to interpret the distinctive character and genius of Mormonism for a
wider audience but in a manner consistent with accepted canons of historical
scholarship. The result is a careful, critical assessment of the tradition in its
American context-an outstanding accomplishment for Professors Arrington
and Bitton. This volume is guaranteed to rise to the top of the list of required
reading on Mormonism.
The most significant contribution of this study is its insistence on the religious
character of Mormonism. The authors correctly depict the Mormon tradition in
religious categories and show how it spoke to (and still speaks to) deep human
concerns. In an especially insightful second chapter, Arrington and Bitton have
identified a series of religious factors that accounted for the early success of the
community in nineteenth-century America. It is clear that any explanation of the
continuing success of this community must also take into account the fundamental religious quality of the movement.
The Mormon Experience is more than simply a chronological account of the
development of the church, but it is that too. The book is divided into three sections: one dealing with the years preceding the westward movement to Utah,
another with the time of growth in the West, and the last with the period of
creative adjustment following the Woodruff Manifesto of 1890. The first section
constitutes a concise statement on the historical background and development of
the early church. In the second section employing a thematic organizational
scheme, the authors identify a number of issues that surfaced forcefully in the
western period including, for example, the political quality of Mormonism, its
marriage patterns, the role of women in the community, the relationship with
Native Americans, and the character of the missionary program. Of the three
sections, perhaps the least satisfactory is the third. Here the narrative is less complete and is at spots ethnocentric and unnecessarily apologetic. The authors, for
example, include a litany of the accomplishments of Mormon scientists, artists,
and other persons of note to make the point that Mormons have contributed to all
aspects of American life.
With all of these strengths, are there weaknesses in this volume? Perhaps three
items might have received fuller attention. One concerns the role of women within Mormonism. That discussion is certain to encounter the charge of special
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pleading. Secondly, in view of Thomas O'Dea's identification of a tension between Mormon theology and humanistic studies, it is regretful that the authors
paid so little attention to this question. Another fascinating issue not fully
developed is the evolution of Mormon theology. Nonetheless, the authors are to
be congratulated on a fine study and others encouraged to complement it with
works of equal caliber.

Indiana University

STEPHEN J. STEIN

HANDBOOK OF NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS: VOLUME 9, SOUTHWEST. Edited by
Alfonso Ortiz. Series edited by William C. Sturtevant. Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1979. Pp. xvi, 701. Illus., notes, index. $17.00.
As STATED IN ITS PREFACE, "This is the third volume to be published of a twentyvolume set planned to give an encyclopedic summary of what is known about the
prehistory, history, and cultures of the aboriginal peoples of North America who
lived north of the urban civilizations of Central Mexico."
The design of this enormously ambitious Handbook was begun by what was
then the Smithsonian Institution's Office of Anthropology in 1965. Detailed
arrangements for coverage of the Southwest were finalized in 1971 when a Planning Committee met with the two. editors in Santa Fe, drew up a tentative table
of contents, and selected prospective qualified authors on each topic.
The first two volumes of the Handbook came off the press in 1978, one on
California, the other on the Northeast. Now, the first of a pair of 'volumes on
the Southw~st has appeared. The Southwest, because of the vast amount of
knowledge of the many native peoples of this area and the fact that distinctive
traditional cultures have survived here to a greater extent than elsewhere on the
continent, is the only culture area to require two volumes in the set.
The volume under review covers the prehistory, general history, languages and
a few topics of the entire Southwest, and the cultures and histories of the Pueblo
peoples. Volume ten will include the non-Pueblo peoples of the Southwest and
discussions of special subjects over all of the region.
The editors and their staff assistants and colleagues have managed, undoubtedly by diverse means, to get fifty authors to complete fifty-nine manuscripts, a remarkable accomplishment that required finding replacements for
some authors who were unable to accept invitations or later found that they
could not meet their commitments to write, coordinating the work of coauthors,
adjusting the contents of articles by various authors, and striving to meet deadlines. Then, the papers were edited to eliminate duplication, avoid gaps in coverage, prevent contradictions, follow some standardization of organization and
terminology, and keep within strict constraints on length.
The resulting book, the size of a fairly large town's telephone directory, is a
comprehensive summation of knowledge regarding the prehistory of the South-
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west and Pueblo Indian cultures past and present. Abundant maps, plans, drawings, photographs, charts, and tables contribute to the usefulness of the volume,
and an exhaustive index and a unified fifty-four page, two-columned bibliography are significant features of this work. About one-third of the Handbook
deals with archeology, almost two-thirds with ethnology and ethnohistory, and
there are several articles of strictly historical nature. The contributors range
from scholars who have devoted their careers to studying specialized facets of
southwestern history or anthropology to individuals who have drawn upon and
summarized theinvestigations of others. Five Indian authors write of their native
pueblos. Of course all accounts, whether resulting from original research or
library compilation, are of necessity concise summations of the present state of
knowledge. But, for those desiring additional information or greater detail,
bibliographic citations are numerous throughout the text and sections headed
"Sources" at the ends of most chapters provide general guidance to the most important sources of information on the topics covered.
It has been stated only partially in jest that the Southwest extends from
Durango (Colorado) to Durango (Mexico) and from Las Vegas (Nevada) to Las
Vegas (New Mexico). This is a convenient reminder ofthe Southwest's extent as it
is generally defined by contemporary anthropologists. More specifically the
Southwest is viewed as a geographic and cultural unit of North America encompassing portions of the southwestern United States and northwestern Mexico;
most of the states of New Mexico, Arizona, Sonora, Chihuahua, Coahuila,
Durango, Nuevo Leon, and Tamaulipas, and parts of several others-southern
and western Texas, southwestern Colorado, southern Utah, and the lower tip of
Nevada-are covered. This vast, environmentally diverse territory, with its
native inhabitants, is the area of concern of volume nine and upcoming volume
ten of this series.
Thirteen chapters of this volume deal chronologically with southwestern
archeology from the time of the earliest hunters and gatherers, to the diffusion of
plant domesticates from Mexico and the beginnings of agriculture, through the
evolution and characteristics of the four major sedentary cultural manifestations-Mogollon, Hohokam, Anasazi, and Hakataya-to the face-to-face meeting
of Mesoamerican and southwestern culture in northern Mexico, and finally
to late Apachean archeology. Also reviewed are the history of archeological
research, the development of terminology, classificatory schemes, and temporal
sequences, and linguistic evidence for relating certain archeological traditions
with historical cultural entities.
Ethnological coverage of the Pueblos embraces forty-two chapters. One
chapter each is devoted to Taos, Picuris, San Juan, Santa Clara, San Ildefonso,
Nambe, Pojoaque, Tesuque, Sandia, Isleta, Cochiti, Santo Domingo, San Felipe,
Santa Ana, Zia, Jemez, Pecos, Laguna, Acoma, and Ysleta del Sur. The larger,
more thoroughly investigated communities of Zuni and Hopi are given greater
coverage, with six chapters for Zuni, nine for the Hopi. Most presentations include discussions of environment, language, prehistory, history, subsistence,
technology, social system, religious organization, political structure, current
state of the society, synonyms-the various names that have been applied to the
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group-and a listing of the major sources of information on the subjects covered.
Although a certain uniformity of format is achieved in the chapters on the
Pueblos, there is a wide degree of variation in emphasis, depth of discussion, and
availability of source materials. Articles on the history of ethnological investigations, the Pueblo Revolt, internal interactions and external interrelationships,
fine arts, and culture hero myths also are included.
Two articles recapitulate Pueblo history from the conquest to modern times;
the first considers the Pueblos under the Spanish regime until 1821; the second is
concerned with the Mexican and American periods.
Most handbooks are apt to be criticized by specialists because their format requires generalizations rather than comprehensive, detailed discussions. Furthermore, the opinions, biases, and personal experiences of the chosen contributors
are reflected in their writings, and, even though editors strive to eliminate them,
there may be contradictions, overlaps, and unexplained divergent opinions. For
example, the archeological evidence in this Handbook, which may be interpreted
in various ways, may have been presented somewhat differently by another selection of authors, and another group of ethnologists likely would have had other
opinions when evaluating the values, sociocultural conditions, and other aspects
of Pueblo cultures. But, for the general reader, for students of anthropology and
history, and for others with a concern for the Southwest, this is a tremendously
important and useful reference book. Southwestern scholars, recognizing the
aims and methods of the Handbook, should also find the summations and
bibliographic references of immeasurable value to their future studies. It undoubtedly will be the standard, readily available, encyclopedic coverage of·
southwestern Indians for years to come.
New Mexico authors are well represented among the contributors. Marc Simmons wrote the history of the Pueblos; past and present members of the University of New Mexico's anthropology department, W. W. Hill, Florence Hawley
Ellis, Linda Cordell, Alfonso Ortiz, and Jerry Brody have papers on archeology
and ethnology; Cynthia Irwin-Williams, of Eastern New Mexico University,
authored the section on early prehistory; and Al Schroeder's several contributions deal with archeology, ethnology, and ethnohistory. Other New Mexico
researchers who wrote of ethnology are Nancy Arnon, Fray Angelico Chavez,
Marjorie Lambert, Michael Stanislawski, and Randall Speirs. Four of the Indian
authors, Joe Sando Gemez), Ed La~d (Zuni), Velma Garcia-Mason (Acoma), and
Alfonso Ortiz (San Juan) have written of the New Mexico pueblos with which
they are affiliated.
Volume Editor Ortiz concludes his introduction by noting that the focus of this
volume "is on the impressive tenacity with which Southwestern Indians have
held on to their homelands, religions, languages, social institutions, and aesthetic
traditions" and that this persistency "attracted the interest of anthropologists,
writers, artists, and tourists to the Southwest initially, and it is this very tenacity
that makes the detailed accounts in the.
[Handbook] possible." It is a job
well done.
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FORT GIBSON: TERMINAL ON THE TRAIL OF TEARS. By Brad Agnew. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980. Pp. 274. Illus., notes, bibliog., index.
$14.95.
DuRING THE PRESIDENCY of James Monroe, Arkansas was the far western frontier
of the United States Army. The main concern of the military at this time was the
hostile reaction of local tribes of Indians to the government-sponsored introduction of eastern tribes into the region. Not unexpectedly there was sporadic fighting between tribes such as the Osage and the Cherokee. Troops stationed at Fort
Smith strained to maintain peace, but by 1824 it was clear that more troops were
needed. A reinforced garrison was placed on the Grand River north and east of
Fort Smith, eventually to be named Fort Gibson, thus becoming the first military
outpost in Indian Territory.
Shortly after the establishment of Fort Gibson, President Andrew Jackson
stepped up the removal of eastern tribes to Indian Territory, and the post became
the terminal point for nearly fifty thousand tribesmen on the Trail of Tears. For
the next two decades Fort Gibson's military units guided the weary travelers to
new homes in the northeastern corner of Indian Territory. Although the tribes
native to the area, plus the eastern migrants and the soldiers, had reason to be
apprehensive at the situation, all three parties exercised restraint and good judgment. In twenty years there was not a single armed clash between the Indians
and the soldiers.
The focus of Professor Agnew's book is the reasonableness with which the
military ~t Fort Gibson acted. The military and Indians lived in close proximity,
and an understanding developed that transcended whatever problems arose. The
troops built roads, made boundary surveys, and performed ordnary military
duties, of course; but it was in their consideration of the Indian's needs as they
escorted them to new reservations or stepped in to settle intertribal disputes, that
the soldiers of Fort Gibson acted so out of character with the stereotype of the
military on the frontier.
For too many years post histories have followed a traditional format. Events
are told within a strict chronological order, and there is little attempt to analyze
the activities recorded. Fortunately, some professional historians are writing
more insightful histories emphasizing the positive aspects of the frontier army;
Dr. Agnew's Fort Gibson can be considered a part of this new emphasis.
While there is much of the story of Fort Gibson that has been told before, such
as the Dragoon Expedition of 1834 or the Cherokee internal politics, it is the
aspect of humanitarianism, both by the commander, General Matthew
Arbuckle, who founded Fort Gibson and remained there until 1841, and by the
soldiers, that makes this book noteworthy. The volume is slightly stiff in style,
but it is nicely illustrated and has a dissertation-quality bibliography. Recommended for serious military history collectors.
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THE ARMY AND CIVIL DISORDER: FEDERAL MILITARY INTERVENTION IN LABOR
DISPUTES, 1877-1900. By Jerry H. Cooper. Contributions in Military History,
Number 19. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1980. Pp. xv, 284. Notes,
bibliog., index. $22.50.
THE LARGEST DEPLOYMENT of federal troops for active service between the Civil
and Spanish-American Wars was put into the field to cope with the great railroad
strike of 1894, which spread across the West from the Pullman shops outside
Chicago. The Grover Cleveland administration's assumption motivating this
display of force was that strikers-indeed insurrectionists-were blocking the
railroads against the will of the great majority of the West's population. Further,
the American Railway Union was assumed to be coercing most of the strikers
themselves into not working. Therefore the use of military force to open the railroads and to restore law and order would meet general approval. Jerry H.
Cooper's history of this use of the army in civil disorder reaffirms with new
detail, however, that the assumptions governing the intervention by the army
were in error. The strikers were not an unruly minority acting against the will of
their neighbors. On the contrary, at Raton, New Mexico, typically, a federal
marshal and his deputies who preceded the troops to the scene were so
unwelcome that, as Cooper quotes Brigadier General Alexander McCook, they
"could not get food at the hotel. The grocers and merchants will not sell them
provisions. The Sheriff of Colfax County. . . ordered the Marshal not to set foot
in town" (p. 115). J. B. H. Hemingway, United States attorney for New Mexico,
sought to correct the assumptions of distant Washington by reporting: "I am advised that there is no positive obstruction of mails, but only a refusal of
employees to work" (p. 125).
It is one of the main themes of Cooper's history that acting on erroneous
assumptions and on misinformation was characteristic of the use of the army
throughout the labor disputes of the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
Repeatedly, federal officials, including presidents, injected the Regular Army
into the disputes simply in response to state, local, and railroad officials, with no \
effort to confirm independently the claims of disorder that the officials offered.
Throughout, the federal government had no consistent policy to shape its conduct toward labor. Professor Cooper, who is admirably evenhanded in his
judgments, is careful to point out that this lack of policy released the government
from charges of a calculated pursuit of an antilabor campaign. But he also points
out that federal officials, civil and military, so much shared the businessman's
perspectives on labor organization that military intervention almost always went
beyond maintaining law and order into strikebreaking.
Cooper adds details to our knowledge of labor history, but his freshest contributions lie on the military side of his narrative. There is much in his book about
the organizational history of the Regular Army, especially its command structure. In the first great wave of strikes, in 1877, the commanding general of the
army was the prestigious W. T. Sherman; but Sherman's stature notwithstand-
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ing, in the peculiar arrangements of Hie" time he had nothing to do with commanding the troops on strike duty. For 'i while this leadership' was exercised by
Colonel William H. French, whose formal position was no more than commandant of the Washington Arsenal. Eventually, the able Major General Winfield
Scott Hancock, commanding the Department of the Atlantic, managed to grasp
overall direction of the 1877 intervention, which was mainly confined to the
East. By 1894, Major General John M. Schofield as commanding general had
contrived to have alll!nes of communication with the field army run through his
office and was able to exert fairly complete supervision of operations. But
Schofield's successor, Major General Nelson A. Miles, allowed such control to
slip away again, so that in the Coeur d'Alene mine strikes in Idaho in 1899 the
army was again taking direction from a congeries of local figures public and
private. Cooper's volume is, among its other assets, a case study in the ineffectuality of nineteenth-century army administration.
Hancock's and Schofield's assertion of themselves proved fortunate for the
country; these generals assured that the army acted with restraint. Both generals
perceived at least a measure of merit in the claims of labor. Nevertheless, both
essentially held to the perspectives of business. In Cooper's assessment, these
generals and other army officers did not comprise a group set apart from their
countrymen by a special military ethic and values. Rather, they retained the
values of the upper-middle- and middle-class citizenry from which they had
sprung. Cooper's book is also a case study refuting the notion of military men's
isolation from the American mainstream.
Altogether, while the book has the usual modesty of a doctoral dissertation
honed for publication, it offers much material for further study and reflection.
The regional reader may be disappointed that the New Mexico references are
almost exhausted by those mentioned at the beginning of this review; but he
should persist despite this limitation, and should try to use the book despite as
weak an index as has plagued a serious volume in recent memory (the lack of
reference to New Mexico in the index does not mean a total absence of New Mexico from the book).
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